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Abstract
Demands on broadband data service are increasing dramatically each year.
Following terrestrial trends, satellite communication systems have moved from
the traditional TV broadcasting to provide interactive broadband services
even to urban users. While cellular and land-line networks are mainly de-
signed to deliver broadband services to metropolitan and large urban centers,
satellite based solutions have the advantage of covering these demands over a
wide geography including rural and remote users. However, to stay compet-
itive with economical terrestrial solutions, it is necessary to reduce the cost
per transmitted bit by increasing the capacity of the satellite systems.
The objective of this thesis is to design and develop techniques capable of
enhancing the capacity of next generation high throughput satellite systems.
Specifically, the thesis focuses on three main topics: 1) Q/V band feeder link
design, 2) robust precoding design for multibeam satellite systems, and 3)
developing techniques for tackling related optimization problems.
Design of high bandwidth and reliable feeder links is central towards provi-
sioning new services on the user link of a multibeam SatCom system. Towards
this, utilization of the Q/V band and an exploitation of multiple gateway as
a transmit diversity measure for overcoming severe propagation effects are
being considered. In this context, the thesis deals with the design of a feeder
link comprising N + P gateways (N active and P redundant gateways). To-
wards satisfying the desired availability, a novel switching scheme is analyzed
and practical aspects such as prediction based switching and switching rate
are discussed. Building on this result, an analysis for the N + P scenario
leading to a quantification of the end-to-end performance is provided.
On the other hand, frequency reuse in multibeam satellite systems along
with precoding techniques can increase the capacity at the user link. Similar
to terrestrial communication channels, satellite based communication chan-
nels are time-varying and for typical precoding applications, the transmitter
needs to know the channel state information (CSI) of the downlink channel.
Due to fluctuations of the phase components, the channel is time-varying re-
sulting in outdated CSI at the transmitter because of the long round trip
delay. This thesis studies a robust precoder design framework considering
requirements on availability and average signal to interference and noise ratio
(SINR). Probabilistic and expectation based approaches are used to formu-
late the design criteria which are solved using convex optimization tools. The
performance of the resulting precoder is evaluated through extensive simu-
lations. Although a satellite channel is considered, the presented analysis is
valid for any vector channel with phase uncertainty.
In general, the precoder design problem can be cast as power minimiza-
tion problem or max-min fairness problem depending on the objectives and
requirements of design. The power minimization problem can typically be
formulated as a non-convex quadratically constrained quadratic programming
(QCQP) problem and the max-min fairness problem as a fractional quadratic
program. These problems are known to be NP-hard in general. In this thesis,
the original design problem is transformed to an unconstrained optimization
vproblem using the specialized penalty terms. The efficient iterative optimiza-
tion frameworks are proposed based on a separate optimization of the penal-
ized objective function over its partition of variables at each iteration. Various
aspects of the proposed approach including performance of the algorithm and
its implementation complexity are studied.
This thesis is made under joint supervision agreement between KTH Royal
Institute of Technology, School of Electrical Engineering, Stockholm, Sweden
and University of Luxembourg, Luxembourg.
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Nomenclature
Mathematical Notation
Bold lowercase letters are used to denote the vectors and bold uppercase letters for
matrices. The following mathematical notations are used throughout this thesis:
x(k) the kth entry of the vector x
‖x‖n the `n-norm of x, defined as (
∑
k |x(k)|n)
1
n
‖x‖ `2-norm of x
XH the complex conjugate of a matrix X
|x| absolute value of a scalar x
XT the transpose of a matrix X
Tr(X) the trace of a matrix X
‖X‖F the Frobenius norm of a matrix X
X⊗Y the Kronecker product of two matrices A and B
XY the Hadamard element-wise product of two matrices
vec(X) the vector obtained by column-wise stacking of X
arg(X) the phase angle (in radians) of X
<{X} the real part of X
X  Y X−Y is positive definite
X  Y X−Y is positive semidefinite
In the identity matrix of dimension n
en the nth column of an identity matrix.
C the set of complex numbers
R the set of real numbers
Z the set of integer numbers
[K] the set {1, 2, . . . ,K}
σn(X) nth maximal eigenvalue of X
[X]ij the (i, j)th element of a matrix X
E{·} the mathematical expectation of a random variable
diag(X) denotes a vector formed by diagonal entries of the matrix X
diag(x) denotes a diagonal matrix formed by the entries of the vector x
Pr{·} denotes the probability of a random event
1

Chapter 1
Introduction
The thesis deals with some emerging challenges of the satellite communications
(SatCom). Building on the literature, interactions with various stake holders, re-
search topics of interest are identified. This chapter provides sufficient background
to understand the problems considered in the latter chapters. Among them, we
focus on broadband and multibeam satellite systems, interference cancellation, pre-
coding design and Q/V band (50/60 GHz) feeder link. Further, the chapter also
highlights the contribution of the thesis to the aforementioned areas. The math-
ematical system model, and detailed problem formulations are given in Chapter
2.
1.1 Broadband Satellite Systems
The main goal of the broadband satellite systems is to provide most of the services
that are offered by terrestrial networks in a very large coverage area, particularly
in the area wherein it is uneconomic for terrestrial solutions to be present. Among
those services, fast Internet access and multimedia services are the main basis for
development of broadband satellite systems [1,2]. Figure 1.1 shows the architecture
of a traditional broadband satellite system. In the following, more details about
each component of the system are provided.
• Gateway: Gateway (GW), also referred as ground station, is responsible for
transmitting and receiving data, control and management of traffic to/from
the user terminals (UT) via the satellite. Multiple gateways might be em-
ployed in the network if diversity is needed.
• Satellite: In the current work, we focus on satellites in the geostationary
orbit (GEO) though other constellations exist. The relative stationarity of
the satellite and the earth and high orbital distance allows for wider coverage
area per satellite and avoids tracking on earth. The GEO satellite connects
the gateway to the User Terminals (UTs), thanks to a set of feeder and user
3
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Figure 1.1. Architecture of a traditional broadband satellite system
links. Throughout the thesis, a bent-pipe satellite is considered where only
amplification and frequency translations are performed on-board
• User Terminal: It is a device operating in a radio frequency (RF) band (e.g.
Ku-band, Ka-band, etc). For broadband services it is a two-way terminal, that
can both receive and transmit data from/to the satellite as an example very
small aperture terminals (VSAT). User terminals usually are equipped with
single antenna.
• Feeder Link: It is a radio link between the gateway and satellite at a given
location to a space segment. It comprises both uplink and downlink. For
current broadband satellite services, feeder links operate in Ka-band (20/30
GHz).
• User Link: The radio link between the satellite and UTs which comprise
both uplink and downlink is called user link. This link operates in Ka-band
as well. In order to allow several UTs to access the satellite and vise versa,
multiple access techniques such as time division multiple access (TDMA) are
deployed in this link [3].
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• Forward Link: The end-to-end link from GW towards UTs is called forward
link which includes uplink of the feeder link, satellite and downlink of user
link. GW can transmit data to the UTs via the forward link. In this link,
communication from GW to UT is based on satellite versions of DVB (DVB-S
and DVB-S2) standards [4].
• Return Link: Unlike the forward link, the return link is the radio link
from UT towards the GW and includes uplink of the user link, satellite and
downlink of the feeder link. Through this link, the UT can transmit data to
the GW. The DVB-Return Channel Satellite (DVB-RCS) standard provides
the specification for the return traffic flows from UT to GW [5].
1.2 Multibeam Satellite Systems
Demands on broadband data service are increasing dramatically each year. Fol-
lowing terrestrial trends, satellite communication systems have moved from the
traditional TV broadcasting to provide interactive broadband services even to ur-
ban users. While cellular and land-line networks are mainly designed to deliver
broadband services to metropolitan and large urban centers, satellite based solu-
tions have the advantage of covering these demands over a wide geography including
rural and remote users.
However, to stay competitive with economical terrestrial solutions, it is neces-
sary to reduce the cost per transmitted bit by increasing the capacity of the satellite
systems [6, 7]. In legacy SatCom systems, a satellite provides coverage to a large
area using a single beam which limits the capacity and efficiency of the system.
Inspired by terrestrial cellular networks, modern SatCom systems deploy multiple,
hundreds, beams. Using a multibeam architecture allows to reuse the frequency
among the beams, resulting in capacity expansion of the system. Concurrently, the
inter-beam interference is maintained within the acceptable limits to achieve a high
spectral efficiency.
In general, modern satellites have multiple antennas in order to generate mul-
tiple spot beams. Various techniques can be used to create spot beams. The most
straightforward technique is to use a reflector and feed (single beam per feed) archi-
tecture, where a dedicated feed chain (RF path) illuminates to the reflector so that
the radiated radio waves from the reflector aperture generate the desired beam
pattern. This solution usually offers high radiation efficiency and good isolation
properties between the different beams [8]. In the receiving antennas, feeds are
responsible for collecting the incoming radio waves from reflectors and transferring
them to the subsequent elements of the RF chain. Figure 1.2 shows the schematic
of satellite antennas that generate multiple spot beams. It can be seen that each
beam is generated by a dedicated antenna feed and beams with same color are
radiated from the same reflector.
Fig. 1.3 depicts the architecture of a modern SatCom system with 4-color reuse
scheme where each color represents a frequency/polarization segment. In more
6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
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Figure 1.2. The schematic of the multibeam satellite antennas that generate mul-
tiple spot beams. It can be seen that each beam is generated by a dedicated antenna
feed and beams with same color are radiated from the same reflector. Each color
represents a frequency/polarization segment.
detail, a four color frequency reuse scheme can be achieved by partitioning the
available frequency/polarization resources into four colors (segments), that each
color defines half the available bandwidth and one polarization (right hand circu-
lar polarization- RHCP or left hand circular polarization- LHCP). In conventional
multibeam systems, to reduce the inter-beam interference adjacent beams are allo-
cated a different color.
Capacity of the current multibeam satellite systems is in the order of 100 Gbps,
for example ViaSat-1 with 72 beams has capacity of 140 Gbps. To reduce the
cost per transmitted bit, it is estimated that next generation satellites will require
capacity of one Terabit/s (1000 Gbps) by 2020 [7]. The key challenge to achieve
a Terabit/s broadband SatCom system is the limited available spectrum in the
currently used Ka-band. At the user link, the capacity can be expanded by using
multibeam structure and aggressively reusing the frequency resources. At feeder
1.3. SOLUTIONS FOR HIGH THROUGHPUT SATCOM 7
Figure 1.3. Architecture of a multibeam satellite system with a 4-color reuse
scheme. A four color frequency reuse scheme can be achieved by partitioning the
available frequency/polarization resources into four colors (segments), that each color
defines half the available bandwidth and one polarization( RHCP or LHCP).
link, moving it from Ka-band to the Q/V-band (40/50 GHz)1 is an attractive
solution. In the following section, more details about these solutions are provided.
1.3 Solutions for High Throughput SatCom
1.3.1 Aggressive Frequency Reuse and Precoding Design
As discussed in the previous section, current multibeam SatCom systems use 4
color beam structure in order to increase the capacity while avoiding the inter-
beam interference to a great extent. However, it has been known that this is
greatly suboptimal from an information-theoretic point of view, since each beam
can utilize only 1/4 of the total available physical resources, i.e. frequency band
and polarization.
In recent years, a lot of research were carried out to improve upon conventional 4
color frequency reuse and consider advanced systems achieving full frequency reuse
1Q/V bands span 35-75 GHz but main frequency allocations for SatCom are the FSS bands,
37.5-42.5 GHz and 47.5-51.4 GHz.
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where each beam can fully utilize the whole available resources. This, of course,
comes at the cost of tremendous inter beam interference among the adjacent beams.
However, interference problem can be handled by employing advanced precoding
techniques at GW. The precoding techniques require channel state information
(CSI) which is a challenging task in SatCom channel due to long round trip delay
(RTD). To allow the use of precoding in next generation satellite systems, it is
essential to investigate the effect of imperfections induced by the RTD. Pursuing this
goal, one may recognize that long RTD and time-varying phase components lead to
outdated CSI at transmitter (CSIT), or more specifically an outdated estimate of
the channel phase. Therefore, the performance of the system becomes unpredictable
when the GW uses outdated CSIT due to phase uncertainty.
In the existence of uncertainty in CSI, robust precoding design paradigms can be
considered in order to mitigate sensitivity of the precoding techniques to inaccurate
CSIT. Developing a precoding framework that is robust to phase uncertainty is one
of the main topics of this thesis. In general, design of the precoder can be cast
as an optimization problem. Such problems are usually challenging to solve. The
contributions of this thesis include modeling the phase uncertainty and developing
new optimization techniques which can be employed for precoding design.
1.3.2 Moving Feeder Link to Q/V Band
In current Ka-band, a limited spectrum of about 2 GHz is available. Following the
traditional trend, one solution for capacity expansion can be gradually shifting to
a higher frequency band whenever the relevant technology is mature enough.
Therefore, an attractive solution is moving the feeder link from the Ka-band to
the Q/V band where larger bandwidths, up to 5 GHz, are available [7,9,10]. Further,
this move can free up the whole Ka-band spectrum for the user link. This is a very
interesting solution for satellite operators since the feeder link requires almost the
same spectrum as the user link but it does not provide any direct revenue. By
moving the feeder link to the unused spectrum, satellite operators can use the freed
bandwidth for commercial purposes. Moreover, it allows locating the gateways
within the service area minimizing the interference between the feeder link and user
link [10]. However, moving the feeder link to Q/V band imposes considerable strain
on the link-budget, which is of the order of 15− 20 dB or more predominantly due
to heavy rain attenuation [9]. The typical Fade Mitigation Technique (FMT) is the
uplink power control. However, it can compensate only a few dBs and handle fades
of short duration. These motivate the use of multiple GWs for transmit diversity
to achieve the required availability in excess of 99.9% on the feeder link. Note
that, it is preferable to first use FMTs then GW diversity techniques. Typically,
FMTs include a fade prediction block and can handle short and small fades. If
these techniques can counter the fade while providing the required performance,
GW diversity techniques will not be triggered.
The traditional diversity scheme, where one GW is supported by another redun-
dant GW, can be an acceptable solution for low/ medium throughput systems. On
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the other hand, for high capacity satellite systems where tens of GWs are required,
it is not efficient to use the traditional approach. This warrants an investigation
into design of advanced diversity techniques. Another main topic of the thesis is to
design of a Q/V band feeder link comprising multiple gateways.
1.4 Objectives and Outline of the Thesis
The objectives of this thesis are to design and develop techniques which are required
for next generation high throughput satellite systems. More specifically, Q/V band
feeder link design, robust precoding design and developing techniques for solving
underlying optimization problems are main focus of the thesis. More details on
contributions are given in Chapter 2, however a brief description of the contributions
are as follows:
• Q/V band feeder link design: Design of high bandwidth and reliable
feeder links is central towards provisioning new services on the user link of a
multibeam SatCom system. Towards this, utilization of the Q/V band and an
exploitation of multiple GW as a transmit diversity measure for overcoming
severe propagation effects are being considered. In this context, the thesis
deals with the design of a feeder link comprising N + P GWs (N active
and P redundant GWs). Towards satisfying the desired availability, a novel
switching scheme is analyzed and practical aspects such as prediction based
switching and switching rate are discussed. Unlike most relevant works, a
dynamic rain attenuation model is used to derive analytically average outage
probability in the fundamental 1+1 gateway case. Building on this result, an
analysis for the N + P scenario leading to a quantification of the end-to-end
performance is provided.
• Robust precoding design framework: While multibeam satellite sys-
tems with full frequency reuse provide an ideal application for introducing
and exploiting precoding techniques, the precoding design must take practi-
cal limitations into account. We study robust precoding design on the user
downlink channel of a multibeam satellite system. Due to fluctuations of the
phase components, the channel is time-varying resulting in outdated channel
state information at the transmitter because of the long round trip delay.
Herein, we propose a model for the phase uncertainty and study a robust pre-
coder design framework considering requirements on availability and average
signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR). Probabilistic and expectation
based approaches are used to formulate the design criteria which are solved
using convex optimization tools. The performance of the resulting precoder
is evaluated through extensive simulations. Although we considered a satel-
lite channel, the presented analysis is valid for any vector channel with phase
uncertainty.
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• Optimization techniques with application to precoding design: In
general, the precoding design is an optimization problem which can be cast
as power minimization problem or max-min fairness problem depending on
the objectives and requirements of design. The power minimization prob-
lem can typically be formulated as a non-convex quadratically constrained
quadratic programming (QCQP) problem and max-min fairness problem as
a fractional quadratic program. These problems are known to be NP-hard
in general. In this thesis, using a penalized version of the original design
problem, we derive a simplified reformulation of the problem in terms of the
signal (to be designed). We propose an efficient iterative optimization frame-
work based on a separate optimization of the penalized objective function
over its partition of variables at each iteration. Various aspects of the pro-
posed approach including performance of the algorithm and implementation
complexity were studied.
Chapter 2
Background and Contributions
In this chapter, we introduce the system models presented in Chapter 1 in more
mathematical details, and provide extensive background to the different topics of
the thesis. We highlight the contributions of the thesis on each of the topic and
introduce corresponding research articles.
The main system models and assumptions are presented in Section 2.1. The
impacting impairments in the feeder link and user link are discussed in detail and
system parameters including link budgets are provided. The feeder link design
problem for Q/V band is discussed in Section 2.2 where the state of the art ap-
proaches along with our proposed method are presented. The robust precoding
design under phase uncertainty is discussed in Section 2.3 and a review of robust
precoding approaches is provided. New optimization techniques for solving signal
design problems are introduced in Section 2.4. Finally, contributions which have
not been included in the thesis are listed in Section 2.6
2.1 System Model
2.1.1 Satellite Feeder Link: Channel Model
Radio-wave propagation on the feeder links at Q/V band − and in general in
millimeter wave frequencies − is impaired by different tropospheric effects [11,12]:
• Gaseous absorption due to oxygen and water vapor: This effect is
almost constant over time and its statistics can be calculated with the help
of the model in ITU-R Recommendation P.676 [13].
• Cloud attenuation: This effect is very slowly varying over time (in minutes
or hours) and its statistics can be calculated with the help of the model in
ITU-R Recommendation P.840 [14].
• Rain attenuation: It varies slowly over time (order of minutes or few sec-
onds) and its statistics can be calculated with the help of the relevant model
11
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in ITU-R Recommendation P.618 [15].
• Scintillations: These are very fast variations (order of milliseconds) and
their statistics can be calculated with the help of the relevant model in ITU-
R Recommendation P.618.
Of the four effects above, the one driving the dynamics of the gateway diversity on
the feeder link is rain attenuation, as gases and clouds are too slow and scintillations
are too fast to track. Hence, we focus on rain attenuation as the main impairment
throughout the thesis. Note that in typical Ka-band applications, feeder link is
considered to be ideal since the impairments can be moderate by typical fade mit-
igation techniques (FMT) such as power control. But the case is not so when we
go high on frequency band such as Q/V where rain attenuation can impair up to
20 dB.
The rain attenuation in dB has been traditionally modeled using a log-normal
distribution and the same has been validated by many experimental results [16]. In
fact, we can verify the log-normal model for rain attenuation as follows. Assume
that Vr(t) is time varying amplitude of the received signal voltage normalized to its
non-faded level; i.e. 0 ≤ Vr(t) ≤ 1 and A(t) is time varying rain power attenuation
in dB which defined as,
A(t) = log10
1
V 2r (t)
= −20 log10 Vr(t). (2.1)
It can be assumed that rain attenuation is result of a sequence of many, say nr, small
attenuations {Ai(t)}nr1 which are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d)
random variables. So, we can write the total rain power attenuation as
A(t) = A1(t)A2(t) · · ·Anr (t). (2.2)
Taking natural logarithm of A(t), we have
lnA(t) = lnA1(t) + lnA2(t) + · · ·+ lnAnr (t) =
nr∑
i=1
lnAi(t). (2.3)
Note that {lnAi(t)} are i.i.d random variables. From central limit theorem, it is
known that sum of many i.i.d random variables has a normal distribution. There-
fore, lnA(t) has normal (Probability Density Function) PDF or equivalently A(t)
has log-normal PDF. Based on these results, the PDF of the rain attenuation, A(t)
(in dB), is modeled as a log-normal variable,
pA(A) =
1√
2piσLA(t)
exp
(
− (lnA(t)−mL)
2
2σ2L
)
, (2.4)
where mL and σL are the long term mean and standard deviation of lnA(t), re-
spectively. These quantities can be calculated by fitting a log-normal distribution
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Figure 2.1. correlation between two diversity sites
to the empirical distribution included in ITU-R Recommendation P.618. Note that
rain attenuation and channel gain is related as A(t) = −10 log10 |h(t)|2 where h(t)
is the channel gain between a gateway and satellite.
Since rain attenuation is a time varying process, in order to design a commu-
nication system robust to rain attenuation, it is necessary to model the dynamic
behavior of rain. Several time series models to synthesize rain attenuation sam-
ples with temporal properties have been proposed [17]. The stochastic model of
Maseng−Bakken [18], which was adopted as a new recommendation by the Study
Group 3 of the ITU-R in 2009 (ITU-R P.1853) [19], has been the most popular one.
This model is based on the fact that the rain attenuation in dB can be modeled as
a first order Gauss Markov process of the Ornestein-Uhlenbeck type described by
the following stochastic differential equation (SDE) [18], [20],
d x(t)
dt
= −βx(t) +
√
2β w(t). (2.5)
Here, x(t) = (lnA(t)−mL) /σL and β is the parameter that describes the time
dependency of the model. The PDF of the process that satisfies (2.5) is called
transitional PDF and the process satisfying (2.5) can be described with a transi-
tional PDF [18] having the form,
pA (A(n)|A(n− 1)) = 1√2piσ∆tA(n)
exp
(
− (lnA(n)−m∆t)
2
2σ2∆t
)
, (2.6)
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Figure 2.2. Block diagram of the rain attenuation time series synthesizer
where,
σ∆t = σL
√
1− %2, (2.7)
m∆t = mL (1− %) + % lnA(n− 1), (2.8)
β = 2× 10−4 sec−1, (2.9)
% = exp (−β∆t), (2.10)
and ∆t is the sampling interval of the rain attenuation time series. Equation (2.6)
models the PDF of rain attenuation A(n) at instance t = n∆t conditioned on the
observation at the previous sampling instance, i.e. A(n− 1) at t0 = (n− 1)∆t.
While the above discussion can model a single GW to satellite link, for mul-
tiple gateway scenarios a model for multiple links is required. Towards this, a
n-dimensional generalization was recently proposed in [21] to generate the space-
time correlated rain attenuation time series of n links. However, inclusion of spatial
correlation makes the analysis intractable and hence we assume spatially indepen-
dent and identically distributed (i.i.d) links. Further the independence assumption
is not unrealistic in the context of a multiple gateway diversity configuration. Typ-
ically, if a few tens of gateways are dispersed over Europe, the rain attenuation
at their sites tends to be uncorrelated as it takes only few tens of kilometers to
achieve decorrelation of rain attenuation. This becomes apparent from applying
the correlation coefficient proposed by ITU-R Recommendation P.1815 [22] where
the correlation drops to 0.1 at a distance of 90 km as given by
ρ = 0.94 exp (−D/30) + 0.06 exp[− (D/500)2], (2.11)
and can be seen in Figure 2.1.
Consider two GWs, GW1 and GW2, which are separated by a distance of D
km. The joint PDF of the correlated rain attenuations on the corresponding two
feeder links, takes the form given as,
pA1,A2(A1, A2) =
1
2piA1A2σ1σ2
√
1− ρ2 exp
(
− 11− ρ2
[
u21 − 2ρu1u2 + u22
])
, (2.12)
ui =
lnALi −mLi
σLi
, i = 1, 2.
Here, mLi and σLi are the mean and standard deviation of lnAi respectively.
Tables 2.1 details the propagation parameters for typical Central-European cli-
mate that were used for simulation purposes. These parameters are input to the
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Table 2.1. propagation parameters
Q/V band Feeder Up-Link Value
Orbit GEO, d0 = 35786 (km)
Carrier frequency 50 GHz
Elevation angle 32◦
Polarization Circular
empirical rain attenuation prediction model included in ITU-R Recommendation
P.618. The output is long-term rain attenuation statistics, mL and σL. Wherever
∆t is used, it means that we consider a dynamic rain attenuation model which is
based on ITU-R P.1853 [19]. Figure 2.2 depicts the block diagram of the rain atten-
uation synthesizer proposed in ITU-R P.1853 [19]. In this method, rain attenuation
samples are synthesized from a discrete white Gaussian noise process. In the first
step, the white Gaussian noise is low-pass filtered and then transformed from a
normal distribution to a log-normal distribution. Finally, it is calibrated to match
the specific probability of rain.
Note that when analyzing the end to end performance of the gateway diversity
schemes in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, similar channel model is used for the user
link but with different link budget which will be described wherever needed.
2.1.2 Satellite User Link: Multibeam Channel
For the precoding design problems, a typical Ka-band multibeam satellite system
with K beams is considered where a full frequency reuse is employed, that is all
the beams operate at the same frequency [23]. A single feed per beam scenario is
assumed where K antenna feeds at the satellite are used to form the K fixed beams.
Further, the ith feed has a constraint on the maximum power. Towards focusing
on the precoding design, a single GW is assumed to manage K adjacent beams
and that the feeder-link is considered ideal; such assumptions are commonplace in
the related literature [23, 24] where appropriate fade mitigation techniques (GW
switching, power control,...) are assumed to be employed. Time division multiple
access (TDMA) is utilized on the user downlink (link between satellite and user)
wherein a single user is served in a beam for every time slot. Further, we assume
that users are equipped with single antenna.
Since the beams are not perfectly isolated, each user receives transmissions from
all the K feeds [23]. This combined with the use of TDMA results in a user being
interfered by K − 1 co-channel users. Such a system then resembles the traditional
multiuser multi-input single-output (MISO) downlink, thereby facilitating further
analysis. So, in this scenario it can be assumed that all K feeds are used to transmit
to all K users.
In the considered Ka-band scenarios with fixed users, the downlink propagation
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Table 2.2. Link Budget and System Parameters
Parameter Value
Downlink Band Ka-Band, f = 20 (GHz)
Number of beams K = 7
Beam radius 250 (km)
Boltzmann’s constant κ = 1.38× 10−23 (J/m)
Noise bandwidth B = 50 (MHz)
Satellite antennae gain Gs,k = 38 (dBi)
Receiver gain to noise temperature Gr,i/T = 15 (dB/K)
3dB Angle θ3dB = 0.4◦
TWTA RF Power @ Saturation Pi = 200 (W)
channel is typically line of sight (LOS) with minimal scattering. The predominant
quantities defining such a frequency flat channel are:
• beam gains,
• time varying rain attenuation,
• frequency dependent path loss.
Therefore, the time varying equivalent channel vector between theK satellite trans-
mit antennas and ith user, which includes the satellite processing and propagation
effects, can be expressed as,
hi(t) =
√
ri(t)Ci b
1
2
i  ejθi(t) (2.13)
where ri(t) represents the time varying rain attenuation between the satellite an-
tennas and the ith user. It can be assumed that all sub-channels, channels be-
tween each antenna and each user experience identical rain attenuation. As dis-
cussed in previous section, the rain attenuation in dB, 10 log10(ri(t)), has a log-
normal distribution. θi(t) is a vector that represents the phase components of the
channel including the phase noise introduced by the local oscillator (LO). We let
θi(t) , [θi1(t), θi2(t), . . . , θiK(t)]T where θik(t) denotes the channel phase between
ith user and kth satellite antenna. Ci and bi, respectively represent a constant fac-
tor collecting deterministic link budget parameters and the satellite antenna gain
for beam i.
As shown in Fig. 2.3, the first tier of 7 beams is considered for performance
evaluation in this thesis. The reason for considering 7 beams is that the majority
of interference arises from adjacent beams. Also, this number of beams is typically
handled by a single GW in practical systems. We can find the corresponding channel
vector for each user based on the model described above and the link budget and
system parameters given in Table 2.2.
Given the ith user’s location within a beam, we define the angle subtended by
the chord between ith user and the kth beam center at the satellite as ϕk,i. The
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3 dB angle for the kth beam is denoted by ϕk3dB, which is a constant. The beam
gain from the kth antenna to ith user in (2.13) is then approximated by [25],
bi(k) = Gs,k
(
J1(uk)
2uk
+ 36J3(uk)
u3k
)2
, (2.14)
where Gs,k is the satellite transmit antenna gain for the kth beam and
uk = 2.07123
(
sin(ϕk,i)
sin(ϕk3dB)
)
. (2.15)
Here, J1 and J3, respectively, are the first and third order Bessel functions of first
kind. In (2.13), the coefficient Ci is defined as,
Ci =
(
ν
4pifd0
)2
Gr,i
κBT
, (2.16)
to include effects of the free space loss, (ν/(4pifd0))2, ith UT receive antenna gain,
Gr,i, and noise power at the receiver, κBT . We normalized the noise power by κBT ,
so it becomes equal to one. In (2.16), ν is the speed of light, f is the operating
frequency of the downlink, κ is the Boltzmann’s constant, B is the noise bandwidth
and T is the receiver noise temperature.
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Note that, the amplitude of the channel is also affected by cloud attenuation
and the gaseous absorption. The magnitude of these components are negligible
compared to rain attenuation in the Ka-band. Further, variations in these compo-
nents are slower than the rain attenuation. For these reasons, we focus only on rain
attenuation on the user link.
2.2 Research Direction: Feeder Link Design
2.2.1 Background
In Chapter 1, it was briefly discussed that to increase the capacity of SatCom
systems, one solution is to move the feeder link from the Ka-band to the Q/V band.
This move can free up the whole Ka-band spectrum for the user link. However,
rain attenuation at Q/V band feeder link imposes considerable strain on the link-
budget, which is of the order of 15−20 dB or more predominantly due to severe rain
attenuation [9]. The typical Fade Mitigation Technique (FMT) can not compensate
more than a few dBs, thereby motivating the use of multiple GWs for transmit
diversity to achieve the required availability in excess of 99.9% on the feeder link.
The traditional 1 + 1 diversity scheme [26], where one GW is supported by
another redundant GW, can be an acceptable solution for low/ medium throughput
systems. On the other hand, for high capacity satellite systems where tens of GWs
are required, it is not efficient to use the traditional approach. This warrants an
investigation into design of advanced GW diversity techniques.
An interesting GW transmit diversity technique is the N +P diversity scheme,
which was studied in [6, 7, 27–29]. In this scheme, there are N active GWs and
P redundant or idle GWs. When one of the active GWs is in outage, switching
occurs and traffic of the active GW is rerouted to one of the idle GWs. Smart GW
diversity is another technique which was firstly presented in [30] for Ka-band, and
has been studied and developed for Q/V band in [28] and [6]. The benefit of this
scheme is that all N GWs are active and there is no need for redundant GWs but
its disadvantage is that the throughput of users served by GWs sharing the traffic
from their affected counterpart will be reduced or each GW should have some spare
capacity available in order to support other GWs in case of outage; hence GWs need
to be over dimensioned in capacity. Also, some level of intelligence is required in
the user terminals. In this thesis, we will focus on the N + P scheme and present
our contributions for this scenario.
Most of the works that studied N + P scheme take a high-level approach for
the system design without a rigorous mathematical analysis. To the best of our
knowledge, the only work that has analyzed GW diversity mathematically is [7]
where authors derive the availability in a N + P scenario. However, the authors
in [7] do not describe if and how such an availability could be achieved. Further,
the switching rate, which is an important system parameter, has not been studied
in [7]. A high switching rate can lead to severe overheads and instability thereby
warranting its further analysis. In [6], the authors used a simple probabilistic
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model to study the availability improvement induced by N + P scheme. They
assumed the link to be either fully available or unavailable. The absence of a
rigorous analysis taking into account the dynamic rain attenuation characteristics
and practical requirements on switching motivate a further study of the multiple
GW paradigm for Q/V band applications.
2.2.2 Contribution of the Research
The contributions of this thesis in the feeder link design domain are:
• The 1 + 1 diversity scheme is studied as a building block of N +P scheme. A
correlated rain fading channel is considered and impact of distance between
two GWs is investigated and performance of this scheme is evaluated. Apart
from the theoretical analysis of the outage performance, practical issues such
as end-to-end (transparent) link performance, the effect of erroneous threshold
selection are also addressed.
• The thesis undertakes outage analysis incorporating a dynamic model for the
rain attenuation samples. For this model, we analytically derive the average
outage probability expression for N +P scenario. The analysis highlights the
interplay of switching interval and time correlation as well as the impact of
these parameters on performance. Effect of other parameters related to the
dynamic modeling (like sampling interval) are studied through simulations.
• Towards accommodating for the latencies incurred during the switching pro-
cess, we resort to the prediction of Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR). In partic-
ular, we find the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) predictor of SNR
exploiting the dynamic rain fading model and employ the predicted value for
switching. The system performance based on the use of predicted values is
further studied. The results can also be seen as providing insight into the
sensitivity of the switching mechanism to errors in channel estimation.
• An efficient switching scheme suited for the N + P gateway scenario is pre-
sented. Building on the results from 1 + 1, a closed form expressions for the
average outage performance and switching probability on the feeder link are
derived. These expressions provide critical insights into system sizing. The
average outage probability study is also extended to the end-to-end system
which can be further used in system performance evaluations.
The corresponding results are presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The 1 + 1
diversity scheme considering temporally independent but spatially correlated rain
attenuation samples is the subject of Chapter 3. The generalN+P diversity scheme
with spatially independent but temporally correlated rain attenuation samples is
discussed in Chapter 4.
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2.3 Research Direction: Robust Precoding Design
2.3.1 Background
Downlink precoding techniques have been widely studied in the context of multiuser
terrestrial communication systems because of their potential to enhance communi-
cation efficiency [31]. A key objective of such techniques is to optimize the system
utility while meeting certain Quality of Service (QoS) considerations as well as a
variety of system constraints [32]. Following terrestrial trends, satellite communi-
cations have moved from the traditional TV broadcasting to provide interactive
broadband services even to urban customers (see ViaSat’s Exede service in the
US) [33]. Such a development is triggered by the emergence of multiple spot beam
satellites where the frequency reuse provides a trade-off between available band-
width and co-channel interference (CCI).
While precoding techniques have been studied in terrestrial systems to mitigate
CCI, of late, they have also attracted significant research interest among academia
and industry for application in multibeam satellite systems with high frequency
reuse factors [23, 24, 34]. Furthermore, precoding is now supported in terms of
framing and signaling in the latest extension of the DVB-S2 (digital video broad-
casting over satellite 2) standard; see in particular [35, Annex E].
We note that the usual requirement to ensure effective precoding is the availabil-
ity of accurate CSIT [36]. This has been assumed to be the case in [23,24]. Unlike
the terrestrial counterparts, GEO satellite communication systems work with long
RTD between the gateway and user terminals. In particular, the two-hop propaga-
tion delay in the GEO orbit is about 250 milliseconds (ms) [34] compared to the
few milliseconds in cellular systems.
To allow the use of precoding in next generation satellite systems, it is essential
to investigate the effect of imperfections induced by the RTD. Pursuing this goal,
one may recognize that the main time-varying component affecting the channel
amplitude is the rain attenuation whose variations are typically slow [37,38]. Hence,
it can be assumed that the channel amplitude is fixed during the feedback interval.
On the other hand, there is a significant variation in the channel phase arising
from the different time-varying phase components [39] with phase noise of the on-
board local oscillator being the dominant one. Thus, the time-varying nature of the
channel and a high RTD lead to outdated CSIT, or more specifically an outdated
estimate of the channel phase. Therefore, the performance of the system becomes
unpredictable when the GW uses outdated CSIT due to phase uncertainty.
Robust precoding design paradigms have been considered in the literature in
order to mitigate the sensitivity of the precoding techniques to inaccurate CSIT [40–
44]. The literature focuses on the general additive uncertainty model where it is
assumed that actual CSIT, h, can be modeled as,
h = ĥ + e, (2.17)
here, ĥ is the estimate of CSI and e represents the uncertainty in the CSI. In
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general, there are several different strategies to obtain robustness against channel
uncertainty [45]: (a) Probabilistic design using a stochastic uncertainty model and
optimizing the performance at a certain outage level [41–44]. (b) Expectation-based
design using a stochastic uncertainty model but optimizing the average perfor-
mance [45]. (c) Worst-case design using a deterministic uncertainty model, where
the true value is known to be within a certain interval, and optimizing the per-
formance of the worst-case situation. This is sometimes called max-min robust-
ness [40].
In multibeam broadband satellite systems, phase uncertainty impacts the chan-
nel estimation; this manifests itself as a multiplicative uncertainty as,
hi = ĥi  qi, (2.18)
where ĥi is a known channel vector for ith user and qi is a random vector arising
out of the phase uncertainty.
The purpose of this investigation is twofold: first it models the phase uncertainty
induced by the outdated feedback in a multibeam satellite system and then designs
a precoder which is robust against the phase uncertainty.
Consider a multibeam satellite system with K feeds where each user receives
transmissions from all K feeds. Let si(t) denote the complex signal intended for
user i with E{|si(t)|2} = 1. Prior to transmission, each si(t), i ∈ [K] is weighted
at the GW by the corresponding precoding vector wi ∈ CK , and the resulting
transmitted signal from the GW is given by,
x(t) =
K∑
i=1
wisi(t). (2.19)
The assumptions on ideal feeder link and lossless processing on-board the satellite
allows us to consider x(t) as the signal transmitted from the satellite. At time
instance t2, the signal x(t) is acted upon by the channel vectors {hi}Ki and the
signal received by the ith user is (time index is dropped for ease of comprehension),
ri = hHi wisi + hHi
∑
j 6=i
wjsj + ni, (2.20)
where ni is the circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise with zero mean and
variance N0. This additive receiver noise is i.i.d. across the users. The received
SINR at the ith user then takes the form,
SINRi =
Tr(RiWi)∑
jiTr(RiWj) +N0
, (2.21)
where Wi , wiwHi and,
Ri , hihHi = diag(ĥi) Qi diag(ĥHi )
= ĥiĥHi Qi, (2.22)
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and Ri ∈ CK×K is the instantaneous channel correlation matrix. In (2.22), ĥi is
the known (estimated) channel vector and Qi = qiqHi is a random matrix which
conveys the phase uncertainty and makes the SINR random. If the perfect CSI
(zero phase uncertainty) is assumed in the system, qi will become the all one
vector, viz. 1T .
Considering different robust approaches and objectives, four different problem
formulations are considered:
• Probabilistic Approach - Power Minimization: The objective of this
formulation is to minimize the total transmit power while enforcing the con-
straints on the availability for each user considering the per-antenna power
constraints.
B1 : minimizeW
K∑
i=1
Tr (Wi)
subject to
∀i∈[K]
Pr
{
SINRi ≥ γth
}
≥ αi,[ K∑
j=1
Wj
]
i,i
≤ Pi,
Wi < 0, rank(Wi) = 1,
where αi is the required availability for ith user and γth is a SINR threshold.
Pi denotes the per antenna power limit.
• Probabilistic Approach - Max-Min Fairness: Let us define availability
of each user by fi(W) = Pr
{
SINRi ≥ γth
}
. The objective of this formula-
tion is to maximize the minimum of availability of users. The optimization
problem can be written as,
B2 : maximizeW min{f1(W), . . . , fK(W)}
subject to
∀i∈[K]
[ K∑
j=1
Wj
]
i,i
≤ Pi,
Wi < 0, rank(Wi) = 1.
• Expectation Based Approach - Power Minimization: In this formula-
tion, expectation based approach is used which minimizes the total transmit
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power subject to satisfying the required average SINR for each user.
B3 : minimizeW
K∑
i=1
Tr(Wi)
subject to
∀i∈[K]
E{SINRi} ≥ γth,[ K∑
j=1
Wj
]
i,i
≤ Pi,
Wi < 0, rank(Wi) = 1.
Since evaluating exact value of E{SINRi} is difficult, it is approximated by
SINR′i as,
SINR′i ,
E
{
Tr(RiWi)
}
E
{∑
j 6=iTr(RiWj)
}
+N0
. (2.23)
• Expectation Based Approach - Max-Min Fairness: This formulation
intends to maximize the minimum of SINR′i subject to per-antenna power
constraints.
B4 : maximizeW min{SINR
′
1, . . . ,SINR′K}
subject to
∀i∈[K]
[ K∑
j=1
Wj
]
i,i
≤ Pi,
Wi < 0, rank(Wi) = 1.
2.3.2 Contribution of the Investigation
The contributions of this investigation in robust precoding design area are:
• The thesis introduces and investigates different time-varying phase compo-
nents which describe the satellite communication channel. It is argued that
phase noise of the on-board LO has a predominant impact on these variations
and we employ an appropriate model to study its impact. While the literature
focuses on the additive uncertainty model for robust designs [32, 40–45], the
current study employs a multiplicative model for the phase induced channel
uncertainty. The use of such an uncertainty model, and the ensuing analysis
are novel.
• A framework for robust precoding design is developed intended for stochastic
phase uncertainty. The multiplicative nature of the phase uncertainty model
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makes the robust design difficult. However, using some approximations, we
transform the robust design problems to tractable optimization problems.
These transformations and the subsequent analysis are novel and not straight-
forward.
• Depending on the required QoS goals, an appropriate design approach to
guarantee the requirements is used. An important QoS measure is the user
availability which is defined as (1− outage probability× 100%). Another
important QoS measure is the average SINR. Therefore, we focus on these
two measures in the robust design formulations. The robustness is imparted
to the design by modeling the phase uncertainty as a random process and
ensuring that the QoS measures are maintained at desired levels.
Since a stochastic model is used to represent the phase uncertainty, the (a)
probabilistic approach and (b) expectation-based approach are suitable for
the robust precoding design.
Detailed results on robust precoding design are presented in Chapter 5.
2.4 Research Direction: Optimization Techniques
2.4.1 Background
Optimization techniques are the key tool for solving many signal processing prob-
lems including the precoder design problem. In this thesis, we are interested in
two NP-hard optimization problems that have many applications in signal process-
ing domain: Nonconvex quadratically constrained quadratic program (QCQP) and
Max-Min fractional quadratic programming.
Nonconvex QCQP can be formulated as,
P1 : min .w w
HA0w
s. t. wHAiw ≤ ci, ∀i ∈ [M ], (2.24)
where A0 and Ai are Hermitian matrices for all i ∈ [M ] and w ∈ CN and ci ∈ R. In
this thesis, we are interested in a subclass of nonconvex QCQP problems with convex
objective and nonconvex constraints, A0 is a positive definite (PD) matrix and Ai
are Hermitian matrices with at least one negative eigenvalues [46]. This class of non-
convex QCQP problems captures many problems that are of interest to the signal
processing and communications community such as beamforming design [47–49],
radar optimal code design [50–53], multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) and
multiuser estimation and detection [54], as well as phase retrieval [55, 56]. The
application is also extended to other domains such as portfolio risk management
in financial engineering [57]. Nonconvex QCQP is known to be an NP-hard prob-
lem, i.e. at least as hard NP-complete problems which are particularly deemed by
optimization community to be difficult [58].
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Due to its wide area of application, the nonconvex QCQP problem has been
studied extensively in the optimization and signal processing literature. The NP-
hardness of the problem has motivated the search for various efficient approaches
to solve P including those based on the semidefinite relaxation (SDR) [54, 59],
the reformulation linearization technique (RLT) [60,61], and the successive convex
approximation (SCA) [62–64]. Recently a variant of SCA known as feasible point
pursuit-successive convex approximation (FPP-SCA) has also been proposed in [65].
To the best of our knowledge, SDR is yet the most prominent and widely–used
technique employed for tackling nonconvex QCQP.
Another NP-hard problem [48, 49] of interest is Max-Min fractional quadratic
programming which can be written as following optimization problems,
P2 : max .w mini∈[K]
{
wHAiw
wHBiw
}
s. t. w ∈ Ω1 (2.25)
where w ∈ CN , Ai ∈ CN×N and Bi ∈ CN×N are PSD matrices and Ω1 is the
feasible set of the problem which is determined by the constraint on the signal w.
Problem P2 has been studied extensively in the literature, particularly when Ω
denotes a total-power or per-antenna power constraint (see e.g., [48,66–72] and the
references therein). For precoder design application different approaches have been
proposed to solve the design problem including those based on uplink-downlink
duality [66], the Lagrangian duality [68] and quasi-convex formulations [72]. The
semidefnite relaxation (SDR) is, however, the most prominent approach to the
type of problems related to P2. Defining W = wwH and W ∈ Ω2, P2 can be
equivalently reformulated as,
R1 : max .W mini∈[K]
{
Tr (AiW)
Tr (BiW)
}
s. t. W ∈ Ω2 ,W  0 , rank(W) = 1. (2.26)
Relaxing the rank-one constraint and noting that objective function is quasi-concave,
we can write the corresponding feasibility problem as follows,
R2 : find W
s. t. Tr (AiW)Tr (BiW)
≥ υ , ∀i ∈ [K],
W ∈ Ω2 ,W  0 . (2.27)
An optimal value of υ can be found using bisection method. We stop the bisection
iteration whenever increment in υ become bounded by 10−5. Note that R2 along
with bisection procedure is equivalent to R1. For any given υ, R2 is a convex
optimization problem and can be solved using an standard solver such as CVX [73].
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Let us denote the solution of R2 by W?. Due to the rank relaxation in R2, W? will
not, in general, be rank-one. In this case, the Gaussian randomization method [54,
74–76] can be used to extract the rank-one solutions. However, the SDR technique
doesn’t always result in rank-one solutions and is computationally costly method.
In order to alleviate these issues, new optimization methods are investigated in this
thesis.
2.4.2 Contributions of the Investigation
This thesis proposes novel optimization frameworks that can efficiently tackle P1
and P2. Using a penalized version of the original design problems, we derive a
simplified reformulations of the problem in terms of the signal (to be designed).
Each iteration of the proposed design frameworks consist of a combination of power
method-like iterations (for problem P1 power method iterations) and some readily
solvable subproblems. As a result, the proposed optimization framework enjoys a
low computational cost. More details on the frameworks for P1 and P2 are provided
in Chapters 6 and Chapter 7, respectively.
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Chapter 3
Gateway Switching in Q/V band Feeder
Links (1 + 1)
3.1 Introduction
Moving feeder link to Q/V band provides for higher bandwidth that can accom-
modate a broadband SatCom system with a high number of beams (>200) and
aggressive frequency reuse. Further, it can free-up the whole Ka-band spectrum
for the user link. However, heavy fading caused by rain attenuation in Q/V band
necessitates the use of gateway diversity techniques to ensure the required avail-
ability [9].
Although GW site diversity reception is a familiar and mature technique with
rich literature [83], very little attention has been given in SatCom systems on realiz-
ing a transmit gateway diversity scheme in the forward link. Equal gain combining
(EGC) and maximum ratio combining (MRC) have been studied in [9] towards
achieving transmit diversity. However, these techniques require accurate channel
phase information while both the GWs need to be active, which demands chal-
lenging synchronization processes. Switch and Stay Combining (SSC) and Selec-
tion Combining (SC) which do not require phase information and employ a single
active transmitter at any instance have been proposed in terrestrial communica-
tions [84–86].
In this chapter, building on the SSC, we propose and analyze a novel diver-
sity scheme for Q/V band feeder links suffering from correlated rain fading. This
Modified SSC (MSSC) scheme exploits beacons for attenuation measurement and
activates only one GW in a manner that lowers the GW switching rate without
performance degradation. This makes it an ideal candidate for SatCom and avoids
frequent GW switching that causes system overhead. Further, MSSC does not war-
rant any modification of the user terminal and naturally lends itself to the smart
GW concepts that have been proposed recently for multi-GW configurations [7].
Apart from the feeder link, also the benefit of this diversity scheme over the end-
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to-end (feeder and user) link is analyzed.
3.2 System Model
Two gateways, GW1 and GW2, separated on ground by a distance of D km commu-
nicate with a GEO satellite over a feeder link operating in the Q/V band with only
one of them being active in each transmission time slot. Assume that the active
GW transmits the signal s(t) having an average power E1 = E{|s(t)|2}. The deci-
sion on switching is taken at discrete time instants t = nT , where n is an integer
and the T is the interval between switching instants. The channel between GWi
and the satellite at t = nT is denoted by,
hi[n] = |hi[n]|ejαi , i = 1, 2, (3.1)
where αi is the phase component. The channel amplitude, |hi[n]|, can be estimated
using a beacon signal received from the satellite. The clear sky signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) for the feeder uplink is then defined as γCSUL = E1/N1 where N1 is the
noise variance at the satellite front-end. The actual SNR for the link between GWi
and the satellite at t = nT can be obtained by,
γi,n =
E1|hi[n]|2
N1
= |hi[n]|2γCSUL , i = 1, 2. (3.2)
As discussed in Chapter 2, in the Q/V band the main impairment is the rain
attenuation which is typically modeled by the lognormal distribution [15]. The
other clear-sky effects are assumed to be compensated by a fixed fade margin or
an uplink power control scheme. The rain attenuation and the channel gains are
related as,
Ai,n = −10 log10 |hi[n]|2, i = 1, 2. (3.3)
The model for the rain attenuation is detailed in Chapter 2 and the joint PDF of
the correlated rain attenuations on the two feeder links is given in (2.12).
According to the MSSC scheme, gateway switching from active GWi to the
alternative GWj occurs if γi,n < θ and γj,n > θ, i 6= j where θ is the switching
threshold. In contrast, conventional SSC results in switching when γi,n < θ re-
gardless of γj,n, while in SC, switching always ensures that the active GW has
the higher SNR (irrespective of its relation to θ). The proposed MSSC strategy
can be implemented without any feedback, with each GW estimating its SNR by
employing a beacon signal from the satellite (no phase information needed). In
case of switching, the traffic is rerouted to the redundant GW via a terrestrial fiber
interconnection.
Note that in this chapter we consider temporally independent and identically
distributed rain attenuation samples, that is Ai,n and Ai,n−1 are independent and
identically distributed. This assumption results in a performance bound for the 1+1
diversity scheme. In Chapter 4, a dynamic model for rain attenuation samples will
be considered and its impact on the performance will be highlighted.
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3.3 Performance Analysis
3.3.1 Outage Analysis of the Feeder Link
We now study the outage performance of MSSC. Denoting the SNR of the active
feeder link by γn, it follows that,
γn = γ1,n ⇐⇒

γn−1 = γ1,n−1 , γ1,n ≥ θ
γn−1 = γ1,n−1 , γ1,n < θ , γ2,n < θ
γn−1 = γ2,n−1 , γ2,n < θ , γ1,n ≥ θ
(3.4)
for the MSSC. Further, γn = γ2,n can be obtained similarly. The cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of γn follows as,
Fγn(u) = Pr{γn = γ1,n, γ1,n ≤ u}+ Pr{γn = γ2,n , γ2,n ≤ u}. (3.5)
Using (2) and the fact that γ1,n and γ2,n are identical, (3) can be further simplified
by following an approach similar to Appendix of [87] as,
Fγn(u) = Pr{θ ≤ γ1,n ≤ u}+ Pr{θ ≤ γ1,n ≤ u , γ2,n ≤ θ}
+ Pr{γ1,n ≤ θ , γ1,n ≤ u , γ2,n ≤ θ} . (3.6)
A system outage occurs if γn < γth, where the outage threshold γth depends on the
operational set-up. The outage probability, Pout(γth) = Fγn(γth), can be obtained
from (3.6) as,
Pout(γth) = Pr{θ ≤ γ1,n ≤ γth}+ Pr{θ ≤ γ1,n ≤ γth, γ2,n ≤ θ}
+ Pr{γ1,n ≤ θ, γ1,n ≤ γth, γ2,n ≤ θ} . (3.7)
Setting a predetermined θ is an important system design issue and significantly
affects Pout of the system. For a given γth, the optimal θ minimizing Pout is given
by θ = γth [88, Ch.9.8.1]. In this case, (3.7) reduces to the outage of the SC scheme,
Pout(γth) = Pr{γ1,n ≤ γth , γ2,n ≤ γth} . (3.8)
Using the expression of γi,n from Section 3.2 and (3.8), we have,
Pout(γth) = Pr{10−
A1
10 γCSUL ≤ γth , 10−
A2
10 γCSUL ≤ γth}
= Pr{A1 > ΓCS − Γth , A2 > ΓCS − Γth}, (3.9)
where ΓCS = 10 log γCSUL and Γth = 10 log γth. The expression for the outage
probability can be derived simply as
Pout(γth) =
∫ ∞
ΓCS−Γth
∫ ∞
ΓCS−Γth
pA1,A2(A1, A2) dA1dA2 , (3.10)
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where pA1,A2(A1, A2) is defined in (2.12). Using [89, Eq. 233.1.8] and after some
manipulation, Pout of the MSSC scheme in the feeder uplink can be obtained as,
PULout (γth) =
1
2
√
2pi
∫ ∞
β2
(
exp
(−x2/2) erfc( β1 − ρx√
2 (1− ρ2)
))
dx, (3.11)
where
βi =
ln (ΓCS − Γth)−mi
σi
, i = 1, 2. (3.12)
Integral in (3.11) can be evaluated numerically.
3.3.2 End-to-End Outage Analysis
Vast majority of SatCom systems are transparent − the satellite repeater only
down-converts the signal received on the feeder link and amplifies it before re-
transmitting onto the user link. Given that the user link will operate in a band
(like Ka) lower than the feeder link, it is interesting to investigate the improvement
of the end-to-end link due to MSSC. Although a similar geometry has been modeled
in terrestrial dual hop radio relay system [90], to the best of our knowledge this is
first time the satellite link is analyzed for this diversity technique.
Towards this, the satellite repeater gain, denoted by Gs, ensures that the output
power level is fixed to E2. Therefore, the amplifying factor can be obtained by
G2s =
E2
|h[n]|2E1 +N1 , (3.13)
where h[n] is the corresponding channel of the active GW. The signal received by
the user terminal from the satellite is
r′[n] = g[n]Gs (h[n]s[n] + n1[n]) + n2[n], (3.14)
where g[n] is the channel between the satellite and the user, while n2[n] is the
receiver additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) of variance N2. The equivalent
SNR at the receiver can be written as,
γeq =
γgγh
(γg + γh + 1)
, (3.15)
where γh = γn = E1|h|2/N1 and γg = E2|g|2/N2 with the time index n dropped for
simplicity. The clear sky SNR for downlink is defined as γCSDL = E2/N2. Finally,
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Table 3.1. Markov Chain Modeling
State γn γn−1 γ1,n γ2,n Description
1 γ1,n γ1,n−1 ≥ θ · GW1 continues to be active
2 γ1,n γ1,n−1 < θ ≤ θ 2 GWs in outage, no switching
3 γ2,n γ1,n−1 < θ > θ GW1 in outage, GW2 better
4 γ2,n γ2,n−1 · ≥ θ GW2 continues to be active
5 γ2,n γ2,n−1 ≤ θ < θ 2 GWs in outage, no switching
6 γ1,n γ2,n−1 > θ < θ GW2 in outage, GW1 better
the end-to-end outage probability, P e2eout (γth), can be calculated as
P e2eout (γth) = Pr{γeq ≤ γth} =
∫ ∞
0
Pr
(
γgγh
γg + γh + 1
≤ γth|γg
)
fγg(γg) dγg
=
∫ γth
0
Pr(γh > z|γg) fγg(γg) dγg +
∫ ∞
γth
Pr(γh ≤ z|γg) fγg(γg) dγg
= PULout (γth) +
∫ ∞
γth
PULout(z)fγg(γg)dγg > PDLout (1− PULout ) + PULout (3.16)
where
z = γth(γg + 1)
γg − γth , (3.17)
PDLout = Pr{γg < γth}, (3.18)
and fγg(γg) is the PDF of the γg. This equation shows the impact of feeder link
improvement on the overall performance of the system. It is worth mentioning that
the lower bound (last inequality of (3.16) ) is the outage performance when the
satellite is operating in the regenerative mode.
3.3.3 Switching Rate
When a GW switching strategy is used in the transmission side, the switching rate
becomes an important issue. Clearly, reduced switching rate for a given performance
is desirable from a system implementation and operation view while a high switching
rate can make the system unstable. Towards this, we analyze the switching rate of
MSSC by employing a Markov chain model [84]. We define six states as in Table 3.1.
Clearly, whenever the active GW is in state 3 or 6, switching occurs. So, the
probability of switching is given by pi3 + pi6 where pii is the probability that GW
is in state i. Based on the MSSC switching strategy, the transitional probability
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matrix P of the Markov chain can be obtained as,
P =

1− p p12 p− p12 0 0 0
1− p p12 p− p12 0 0 0
0 0 0 1− p p12 p− p12
0 0 0 1− p p12 p− p12
0 0 0 1− p p12 p− p12
1− p p12 p− p12 0 0 0
 . (3.19)
Here,
p12 = Pr{γ1,n ≤ θ, γ2,n ≤ θ}, (3.20)
p = Pr{γ1,n ≤ θ} = Pr{γ2,n ≤ θ}. (3.21)
By using the facts that −→pi = −→piP and ∑6i=1 pii = 1, where −→pi = [pi1, pi2, ..., pi6], the
MSSC switching probability can be calculated as
Psw = pi3 + pi6 = p− p12. (3.22)
Finally, the switching rate is calculated by Rsw = (p − p12)/T . The switching
probability of the conventional SSC was obtained in [84] as Psw = p and for SC
easily can be found as 0.5. In Section 3.3.1 and in [86], respectively, it was shown
that by selection of a proper switching threshold, both, MSSC and SSC will have
the same outage performance as SC. However, (3.22) shows that MSSC has the
advantage of a lower switching rate compared to both SC and SSC.
3.4 Numerical Results and Discussion
Table 3.2 details the propagation parameters that were used as input to the empiri-
cal rain attenuation prediction model included in ITU-R Recommendation P.618 [15].
Table 3.3 presents the forward-link budget that has been used in the numerical re-
sults.
Figure 3.1 compares the analytically obtained outage performance of the pro-
posed scheme with that of MRC [9] on the feeder uplink for GW separation of
20Km. Also, the Monte-Carlo simulation of the MSSC scheme is plotted to cor-
roborate the analytical results. While these schemes have relatively similar outage
performance, MRC is not a realistic option for realizing GW diversity since it as-
sumes that two GWs transmit to the satellite in a synchronized fashion. However,
MSSC is not beset with these issues.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the outage probability of the MSSC for different non-
optimal values of the switching threshold (θ). It is clear that the system has the best
performance when the switching threshold is set to the outage threshold (θ = γth).
It is also worth mentioning that, in the event of an erroneous threshold selection,
over-estimation of θ yields better outage.
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Figure 3.1. Outage of GW diversity strategies on the feeder uplink (D=20 Km)
Table 3.2. propagation assumptions
V Band Up-Link Value
GWs Location Luxembourg (49.36◦N; 6.09◦E)
Carrier frequency 50GHz
Elevation angle 32◦
Polarization Circular
Ka Band Down-Link
Receiver Location Amsterdam (52.3◦N; 4.8◦E)
Carrier frequency 20GHz
Elevation angle 35◦
Polarization Circular
Figure 3.3 shows the influence of spatial correlation on the feeder uplink per-
formance. It can be inferred from the plots that for D > 100Km, the GWs can be
assumed to be spatially uncorrelated.
Figure 3.4 plots the end to end outage performance of the system. For a typical
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Figure 3.2. Outage results with non-optimal switching threshold θ (D=20 Km)
Table 3.3. Forward (up/down) link budget
Description Value
EIRPGW including back-off 76.5 dBW
UL free space loss 218.3 dB
(G/T)Sat 31.45 dB
γCSUL 28.3 dB
EIRPsat including back-off 72.5 dBW
DL free space loss 210.5 dB
(G/T)UT 20.3 dB
γCSDL 21.3 dB
availability of 99.9% (outage 10−3) diversity gains for MSSC is 7.8 dB and for MRC
is about 9.3 dB compared to single GW when D = 20 Km. For D = 100 Km, these
values increase to 9 dB and 10.7 dB respectively.
Figure 3.5 depicts the switching probability of the traditional SSC and the
proposed MSSC. It can be seen that the switching probability of the GWs is slightly
improved but at the expense of requiring both GW’s SNR unlike the SSC which
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Figure 3.3. Influence of the spatial correlation on the outage performance
requires only SNR of the active GW. However, it is not the case for SatCom as the
SNR can be easily obtained employing beacon signals.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, a modified switch and stay scheme for Q/V band feeder link has
been studied. Although being one of the few realistic GW diversity strategies −
since it involves a single GW transmitting at each instant − it has not been hitherto
studied for a correlated rain fading channel. Apart from the theoretical analysis of
the outage performance, we also address practical issues such as performance of the
end-to-end (transparent) link, the effect of erroneous threshold selection, as well
as the switching rate between the GWs. Proposed scheme achieves performance
comparable to the optimal one with a lower complexity.
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Figure 3.4. End-to-End outage performance of the satellite forward link
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Chapter 4
Multiple Gateway Diversity in Q/V Band
(N + P )
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the N + P GW diversity scheme is presented where there are N
active GWs and P redundant GWs. N active GWs are used for multiplexing purpose
and P redundant GWs are employed for diversity purpose. Unlike Chapter 3, the
dynamic rain model is used for analysis of the GW diversity scheme. Considered
dynamic rain model was described in Chapter 2.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 studies the
switching strategy for the 1+1 diversity scheme as the building block of the general
N+P scheme. The difference with respect to Chapter 3 is that here a dynamic rain
model is considered that impacts the whole analysis. In Section 4.3, the proposed
N + P switching scheme is presented and its performance is evaluated analytically
in terms of average outage probability and switching rate. Numerical results are
presented in Section 4.4. Concluding remarks are provided in Section 4.5.
4.2 1 + 1 GW Configuration
4.2.1 Switching Strategy
The 1 + 1 GW switching scheme is the building block of the general N +P scheme.
Hence we first analyze this scheme assuming a dynamic rain attenuation model. We
consider a feeder link with an active GW, denoted as G, and an idle GW, denoted as
G¯. We assume that they are located far away from each other so that they experience
independent rain [37]. The GWs sample the beacon signal, assumed to be in the
appropriate frequency, every ∆t seconds. The channel between the gateways and
the satellite at t = n∆t is denoted by hi,n = |hi,n|ejαi,n where αi,n ∈ (0, 2pi] is
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the uniformly distributed phase component1 and i ∈ {1, 2} (i = 1 for active GW
and i = 2 for idle GW). The channel amplitudes, |hi,n|, can be estimated at each
GW using a beacon signal received from the satellite. In practice, the beacons
measure the total atmospheric attenuation. However, since the gaseous and cloud
components are assumed to vary slowly compared to the rain attenuation, their
bearing on the decision to switch gateways can be accounted by using a fixed
(statistical) margin.
It is a standard engineering task to derive the rain attenuation from the mea-
sured beacon value with some margin of error. This error margin will vary de-
pending on the auxiliary equipment used on the gateway site. For example, if the
gateway is equipped with a radiometer, cloud attenuation can be estimated with
high accuracy and be removed from the total attenuation. Further, if the gateway
is equipped with a rain gauge, it may improve the deduction of rain attenuation
from total attenuation. For the gaseous contribution, a fixed value will be removed
from the total attenuation.
Note that, the scintillations are too fast to track, so no attempt is made in the
prediction of these fast variations. Thus by measuring the beacon, the decision to
switch gateway stations is made in relative terms based on an initial calibration
of the beacon signal at each gateway. This is common practice in all operational
satellite systems. Motivated by this, we incorporate the simplifying assumption
that |hi,n| denotes rain attenuation. As mentioned earlier, the variations in rain
attenuation are slow; hence, it is possible to track them and estimate |hi,n| fairly
accurately. Since the focus is on the feeder link, the GW exhibits a high clear-sky
SNR due to large antenna/ high power amplifier. These arguments corroborate the
assumption of an ideal estimation of the channel amplitude in the ensuing analysis.
Therefore, the corresponding SNR for the active and idle GWs at t = n∆t can be
obtained as γi(n) = |hi,n|2γCS where γCS is the clear-sky SNR for the feeder uplink.
Thus the measurements can be equivalently seen as providing SNR estimates. The
rain attenuation and the channel gains are related as Ai(n) = −20 log10 |hi,n|.
In our work, the other clear-sky effects are assumed to be compensated by a fixed
fade margin or an uplink power control scheme. For tractability of the analysis,
we assume identical rain attenuation statistics among the different GWs. Under
these assumptions, the corresponding rain attenuations A1(n) and A2(n) are i.i.d
random variables.
We assume that the GWs are connected to a Network Control Centre (NCC)
node which has access to the channel state information of the GWs so that it can
estimate γ1(n) and γ2(n) every ∆t seconds based on the beacon signal from the
satellite. We use two realizations of the time series synthesizer (one per GW) using
ITU-R P.1853 [19] summarized in the Section 2.1.1. Note that, these two series are
spatially i.i.d but each exhibits a temporal autocorrelation based on the transitional
PDF given in (2.6). After SNR estimation, the NCC investigates the necessity of
1The phase component is time varying and random due to the imperfections of on-ground and
on-board Local Oscillators as well as due to the satellite movement within its station keeping box.
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n− 1
Active GW
n n+ 1 n+ nsw
Idle GW
∆t Tsw = nsw∆t
Figure 4.1. Switching intervals in 1 + 1 Configuration
switching at intervals of Tsw based on the obtained SNR measurements. For ease of
implementation, we assume that Tsw = nsw∆t, where nsw is the number of beacon
(SNR) samples that NCC uses to perform the GW switching. Figure 4.1 illus-
trates the switching and beacon sample intervals. In general, evaluating the outage
performance of the system for the dynamic rain attenuation model is not mathe-
matically tractable. Therefore we first analytically study the outage performance
for the special case of nsw = 1 or Tsw = ∆t, and subsequently attempt the general
case of nsw > 1. A numerical evaluation illustrating the effect of setting different
nsw is presented in Section 4.4.
4.2.2 Average Outage Probability for 1 + 1 Scheme (nsw = 1)
The objective of the study is to analyze the outage performance of the considered
multiple GW scheme. The outage enumeration is related to the underlying switch-
ing scheme and in this work, we consider the MSSC (modified switch and stay
combining) scheme proposed in [37]. According to this scheme, when Tsw = ∆t,
the NCC investigates the necessity of switching every ∆t and undertakes switching
only if SNR of the active GW is below the threshold (γth) and that the SNR of the
idle GW is above the threshold. Denoting the index of the active GW at t = n∆t
as An and its SNR as γ(n), the MSSC is described as,
An = 1⇐⇒

An−1 = 1, γ1(n) ≥ γth
An−1 = 1, γ1(n) < γth, γ2(n) < γth
An−1 = 2, γ2(n) < γth, γ1(n) ≥ γth
(4.1)
Further, An = 2 can be obtained similarly.
To exploit the temporal correlation, we exploit the fact that the NCC knows
the attenuation from all the GWs at time instances {(n − k)4t}k≥1. Further, the
NCC also knows the GW active at instances {(n − k)4t}k≥1. The instantaneous
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outage probability at t = n∆t exploiting time correlation then takes the generic
form,
Pr
{
γ(n) ≤ γth|{γ1(n− k), γ2(n− k),An−k}k≥1
}
. (4.2)
Using the fact that rain attenuation is a first-order Markov [18], the aforementioned
expression reduces to
Pr
{
γ(n) ≤ γth|γ1(n− 1), γ2(n− 1),An−1
}
. (4.3)
Since γk(n−1) are random variables, so is, Pr{γ(n) ≤ γth|γ1(n−1), γ2(n−1),An−1}
and towards defining a statistical measure of outage at t = n∆t, we define,
Pn = E {Pr{γ(n) ≤ γth|γ1(n− 1), γ2(n− 1),An−1}} , (4.4)
where E(·) is the expectation operation over {γk(n− 1)} and An−1. Note that, the
PDF of γk(n − 1) (in dB) can be obtained from (2.4) and that we assume An−1
takes values {1, 2} equally likely. The last assumption follows from the identical
distribution of the rain attenuation across the two GWs. While Pn is no longer a
random variable, it is time varying. The time variations are further averaged to
yield the average outage probability of 1 + 1 scheme as,
P¯1+1(γth) =
1
Nr
Nr∑
n=1
Pn . (4.5)
where Nr is the number of samples in the time series.
The discussion so far has been agnostic to the switching strategy. We now
incorporate the MSSC strategy for further simplification. Specializing to the case
of An−1 = 1 and employing (4.1), we have,
Pr{γn ≤ γth|γ1(n− 1), γ2(n− 1),An−1 = 1}
= Pr{γ1(n) ≤ γth, γ2(n) ≤ γth|γ1(n− 1), γ2(n− 1)}, (4.6)
wherein we exploit the first order Markov property of rain attenuation [18] and
the fact that the first GW was active at the instance n − 1. Using the spatial
independence of the rain attenuations, (4.6) can be simplified as,
Pr{γ1(n) ≤ γth, γ2(n) ≤ γth|γ1(n− 1), γ2(n− 1)} (4.7)
= Pr{γ1(n) ≤ γth|γ1(n− 1)}Pr{γ2(n) ≤ γth|γ2(n− 1)}.
Using the relation between the rain attenuation and the SNR, we further simplify
(4.7) as,
Pr{γ1(n) ≤ γth, γ2(n) ≤ γth|γ1(n− 1), γ2(n− 1)} (4.8)
= Pr{A1(n) > αth|A1(n− 1)}Pr{A2(n) > αth|A2(n− 1)},
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where αth = 10 log(γCS/γth). Further, a similar result holds when An−1 = 2.
Using the identical distribution of the Ak(n), k = 1, 2 and equally like occurrence
of An−1 = 1, 2, it is shown in Appendix A, that
Pn =
1
4 erfc
(
lnαth −mL√
2σL
)2
. (4.9)
Using (4.9), the average outage probability can be finally written as
P¯1+1(γth) =
1
4 erfc
(
lnαth −mL√
2σL
)2
. (4.10)
Remark 1. Effect of Time Correlation: The average outage probability in (4.10)
is independent of ∆t. In fact, (4.10) can be easily deduced as the outage probability
when considering time-independent rain attenuation samples [37]. One could argue
that the use of the current SNR sample for switching invalidates the introduction
of the time correlation. However, the outage probability expressions are derived for
MSSC which implicitly exploits time correlation. This non-appearance of the time
correlation is made possible because the outage threshold in (4.8) is independent
of Ak(n− 1) unlike, for example, derivations involving the evaluation of Bit Error
Rates for fading channels. However, it should be stressed that, unlike the temporally
independent scenario,
P¯1+1(γth) 6= Pr{γ(n) ≤ γth|γ1(n− 1), γ2(n− 1),An−1} (4.11)
when the dynamic model is exploited. The observation implies that the correlation
between rain samples, as dictated by (2.6), can have favorable as well as adverse
effects.
4.2.3 Average Outage Probability for 1 + 1 Scheme (nsw > 1)
We now study the outage probability for the 1 + 1 configuration when nsw > 1.
This considers a switching interval, Tsw, that includes nsw SNR samples. In such
a scenario, it is natural to include the number of outages in addition to their
occurrence. Hence, we extend the definition of (4.4) to
Pk =
1
nsw
(
E{Pr{γ(k) < γth|{γm(k − 1)}m,Ak−1}}+ E {nout(k)}
)
(4.12)
where nout(k) is the number of SNR samples (measured at the active GW) that
are in outage during the interval [k + 1, k + nsw − 1] and the expectation is over
{γm(k − 1)}m,Ak−1. While the first term provides the outage at the switching
instance, E {nout(k)} results in the average number of outages in the remaining
nsw − 1 samples. Thus the measure gives the notion of probability and reduces to
(4.4) when nsw = 1.
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Further, E{nout(k)} can be expressed as,
E {nout(k)} =
nsw−1∑
l=1
lE {Pr{nout(k) = l |γ(k − 1)}} . (4.13)
Evaluation of each of the terms in (4.13) involves correlated rain samples, thereby
making it involved if not untractable. In the following, we illustrate with an example
that not all terms are independent of β∆t as in the case of nsw = 1.
Example: Consider nsw = 3 and we consider nout = 2. It can be shown that
E {Pr{nout = 2 |γk−1}} (4.14)
=
∫ γth
0
∫ γth
0
f
(
x, y; (mL, σ2L), (mL, σ2L), e−β∆t
)
dx dy
where f
(
x, y; (mL, σ2L), (mL, σ2L), e−β∆t
)
is the bi-variate log-normal distribution
with the variables x, y having mL as mean, σL as variance and e−β∆t as the corre-
lation [91].
Remark 2. A key observation is that Pk has components that are no longer in-
dependent of β∆t. While it is difficult to characterize their effect analytically, the
effects of the dynamic model are further discussed in Section 4.4 where their effects
are illustrated through numerical evaluations.
While we have derived the expression for nsw = 2, a similar exercise for nsw >
2 becomes rather involved. However, we can find an approximate expression by
assuming the SNR samples to be i.i.d spatially and temporally. In this case, it can
be written as,
nsw−1∑
i=0
i
(
nsw − 1
i
)
pi(1− p)nsw−1−i, (4.15)
where,
p = Pr{γ(k) < γth} = 12 erfc
(
lnαth −mL√
2σL
)
, ∀k, knsw + 1 ≤ j < (k + 1)nsw
(4.16)
wherein we exploit the identical distribution of attenuation samples for all GWs.
The average outage probability, P¯1+1, can be approximated by,
P¯1+1 ≈ p
2 + (nsw − 1)p
nsw
. (4.17)
When nsw = 1 (4.17) reduces to (4.10). Further, if nsw = 1, average outage
probability will be p2 regardless of the correlation between the sample (as it was
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shown for correlated samples in subsection 4.2.1) and it naturally means that we will
get the best performance when switching is checked for every sample. If nsw →∞,
we will have P¯1+1 = p. This means that if the time interval between switching
instances is too long, the system will not benefit from the second GW since its
performance is equal to the single GW system. Numerical simulations corroborating
this observation is presented in Section 4.4.
4.2.4 Switching Based on SNR Prediction
In practice, the switching operation is not instantaneous and there is a latency
between making the decision and executing it. This implies that actual switching
is effected only at t+ td if the decision to switch is made at t. However, the value of
the SNRs at the actual switching instance would be different from those resulting
in the decision. One way to solve this problem is to predict the rain attenuation td
seconds ahead, derive the corresponding SNR and make a decision based on these
predicted values.
There are different methods for the fade predicting depending on the model as-
sumed for the channel, see [92–94]. For the channel model assumed in this chapter,
we can exploit (2.6) to derive the MMSE estimator which is used to estimate the
A(t + td) based on the observed A(t). It is known that the MMSE estimator is
the mean of the posterior PDF [95]. The posterior PDF of A(t + td) given the
observation A(t) can be obtained by (2.6) and the MMSE estimate as follows,
Aˆ(t+ td) = exp (mtd + σ2td/2), (4.18)
where mtd and σtd similar to (2.6) with ∆t replaced by td. During the switching
interval (time duration between making the decision and executing it) we assume
that the active GW continues serving the users until switching is effected.
While the instantaneous estimation of the channel using beacon is assumed
to be ideal, errors would be induced by the prediction. Use of predicted values
can be seen as a representative case towards evaluating the performance of the
system with decision errors and indicative of its sensitivity to imperfect channel
information. Further the quality of the estimate is indicative of the correlation
and hence switching based on prediction reflects the influence of time correlation
as well. Clearly, increasing td reduces correlation and enhances prediction errors;
Section 4.4 will discuss the effect of td on the performance of the system.
4.3 N + P GW Configuration
In this section, we consider a generalized switching scheme with N active GWs and
P idle GWs. Similar to the 1+1 analysis, we continue the use of the dynamic rain
fading model for every link, while assuming the links themselves to be spatially
i.i.d. The latter assumption, used for mathematical tractability, is motivated in
Section 2 and implies that all GWs have the same rain attenuation statistics and
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are independent. We have dropped n (time sample index) from the expressions
for simplicity. Based on the MSSC strategy in Section 4.2.1, a switching scheme
for N + P scenario is presented first (see also [78]), followed by an analysis of the
outage probability as well as switching rate.
4.3.1 N + P GW Switching Strategy
Fig. 4.2 illustrates the switching strategy in detail and the different steps are ex-
plained in detail below.
• Acquisition: In the first step, NCC collects the SNR of all GWs, both active
and idle.
• Sorting: After acquisition, the NCC sorts the active and idle GWs based
on their SNR in decreasing order (this is same as sorting the GWs based on
their rain attenuation in increasing order). The mth largest SNR amongst
the active GWs and the corresponding GW index are denoted by µm and
Gm, respectively. Similarly, for the idle GWs, the kth largest SNR and the
corresponding GW index are depicted by µ¯k and G¯k, respectively. Therefore,
we can write µ1 ≥ µ2... ≥ µN and µ¯1 ≥ µ¯2 · · · ≥ µ¯P . Defining Ai and A¯i to be
the rain attenuation of Gi and G¯i, respectively, we obtain A1 ≤ A2 ≤ · · · ≤ AN
and A¯1 ≤ A¯2 ≤ · · · ≤ A¯P by exploiting the relation between the channel gain
and rain attenuation.
• Pairing: After the sorting step, NCC initiates pairing the active Gk′ and idle
G¯k GWs, where k = 1, ..., P and k′ = N − k+ 1. Thus, P switching pairs will
be formed such that the weakest active GW, GN , will have the best chance
to switch to the strongest idle GW, G¯1.
• Switching: The switching between the pairs will take place based on MSSC
scheme introduced for two GWs in [37]. Based on this switching method, if
µk′ is lower than γth and µ¯k is higher than γth, switching occurs between two
GWs. Here, γth is the outage threshold.
Note that, in each time slot, the state of the GWs (active or idle) can change due
to switching. However, this will not impact the ensuing statistical analysis since the
SNR associated with different GWs have independent and identical distribution.
Complexity: Regarding the complexity of the switching algorithm, it should be
noted that the switching process involves the sorting and comparison operations
where sorting operation has a complexity of O(n logn) in worst case [96].
It is assumed that the NCC handles traffic rerouting when a decision to switch is
undertaken. This process could involve higher layers which could have a bearing on
the performance. For example, packet-loss during the switching process is an issue
studied in [29]. The analysis of such issues is pertinent; however, the current work
focuses on analyzing physical layer performance and higher layer issues like traffic
rerouting (switching) are left for further investigation. As such, our contribution
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Figure 4.2. Flowchart of N + P Gateway Switching scheme
should be construed as only a building block that needs to be combined with other
higher layer tools for carrying out cross-layer system optimization.
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4.3.2 Average Outage Probability
In this subsection, we will study the performance of the proposed N+P scheme for
the feeder link in terms of average outage probability when switching is considered
for every sample. We define the N+P average outage probability of the feeder link
as,
P¯FL(γth) =
1
N
(
N−P∑
m=1
Q¯m +
P∑
k=1
P¯1+1,k
)
. (4.19)
Here Q¯m, 1 ≤ m ≤ N − P , is the average outage probability of each of the N − P
GWs that are not involved in the switching process. Further, P¯1+1,k 2 is the average
outage probability of kth pair from the P switching pairs.
We now evaluate P¯1+1,k and Q¯m. The methodology used in Section 4.2.2 is
applicable to the current scenario in a straight forward manner, but with addi-
tional book keeping. Omitting the additional details for ease of comprehension, the
average outage probabilities of the switching pairs, Gk′ and G¯k, can be calculated
as,
P¯1+1,k(γth) = Pr{µk′ ≤ γth}Pr{µ¯k ≤ γth}
= Pr{Ak′ > αth}Pr{A¯k > αth}
=
(
1− PAk′ (αth)
) (
1− PA¯k(αth)
)
(4.20)
The outage probability of the remaining N − P active GWs, that are not involved
in the switching process can be calculated as
Q¯m(γth) = Pr{µm ≤ γth} = 1− PAm(αth). (4.21)
In (4.20) and (4.21), PAm(·) and PA¯k(·) are the Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF) of mth and kth order statistics of A and A¯, respectively. These CDFs can
be obtained from [97] as,
PAk′ (αth) =
N∑
t=k′
(
N
t
)
[PA(αth)]t (1− PA(αth))N−t, (4.22)
PAk(αth) =
P∑
t=k
(
P
t
)
[PA(αth)]t (1− PA(αth))P−t. (4.23)
Towards obtaining (4.19), it now remains to evaluate PA(αth). Since rain attenua-
tion follows the log-normal distribution in (2.4), PA(αth) can be obtained as,
PA(αth) = 1− 0.5 erfc
(
lnαth −mL√
2σL
)
. (4.24)
2We slightly abuse the notation P¯1+1 of (4.5) to incorporate the kth pair; each pair employs
ordered SNR and hence the average outage probability would be different.
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Finally, by substituting (4.20) and (4.21) in (4.19), we get an expression for the
feeder link average outage probability of the system as,
P¯FL(γth) =
1
N
N−P∑
m=1
(1− PAm(αth)) (4.25)
+ 1
N
P∑
k=1
(
1− PAk′ (αth)
) (
1− PA¯k(αth)
)
.
To illustrate the generalization of the derived expressions, it can be easily shown
that the result in (4.10) can be obtained from (4.25) by using N = P = 1. Note
that, similar to the expression in (4.10), equation (4.25) will be independent of the
temporal correlation when nsw = 1. It should be noted that (4.25) is similar to the
result of [7]; however, the current work employs a bottom-up approach where the
switching strategy is defined and the resulting outage is then calculated.
Remark 3. While the earlier discussion focused on nsw = 1, the ideas of Section
4.2.3 on nsw > 1 can be extended to the N + P configuration. Fortunately, the
computation of E {nout(k)} does not involve ordered SNRs.
4.3.3 End-to-End Outage Analysis
Given that the user link (link between the satellite and user) will operate in a band
(like Ka) lower than the feeder link, it is interesting to investigate the improvement
of the end-to-end link due to N +P scheme. The vast majority of SatCom systems
are transparent − the satellite repeater only downconverts the signal received on
the feeder link and amplifies it before re-transmitting onto the user link.
To study the end-to-end performance of the system, we assume that each active
GW serves a single user in each time slot considering time division multiple access
(TDMA) channel. Therefore, we can assume that there are N end-to-end links
(GW to the user terminal). The average outage probability of N + P scheme will
be the average of these N end-to-end links.
Following a similar approach used in (12) of [37], we can find the outage prob-
ability of the lth end-to-end link as,
P¯E2E,l(γth) = P¯FL,l(γth) +
∫ ∞
γth
P¯FL,l(z)fγg(γg)dγg (4.26)
where 1 ≤ l ≤ N and
z = γth(γg + 1)/(γg − γth). (4.27)
γg is the SNR of a Ka-band user link which is assumed to have a log-normal PDF
(fγg (·)) and P¯FL,l(·) is the outage probability of the feeder link in each of the N
end-to-end links. For the active GWs involved in the switching process, P¯FL,l(·)
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can be found using (4.20) and for those not involved in the switching process it can
be found from (4.21).
Therefore, average end-to-end outage performance of a transparent satellite with
N + P GWs can be found as,
P¯E2E(γth) =
1
N
N∑
l=1
P¯E2E,l(γth)
= P¯FL(γth) +
∫ ∞
γth
P¯FL(z)fγg(γg)dγg (4.28)
where P¯FL(γth) is defined in (4.25). Here, we assumed that SNRs of all user links
are i.i.d with the same PDF, fγg (.).
4.3.4 Average Switching Rate
When GW switching is used, the switching rate is an important issue since a high
switching rate results in large overhead and can make the system unstable. Let
the number of switching instances be denoted by Nsw and the total number of
the SNR (rain attenuation) samples by Nr. We also assume that the investigation
for switching is done for every sample, e. g. Tsw = ∆t since nsw = 1. Then,
the switching probability can be expressed as NswNr and switching rate as Switching
Probability /∆t. Note that, the switching rate is actually defined as the ratio
of number of switching instances over the total time, e.g. Nsw/(Nr∆t). For a
fixed value of Nr and based on this definition, the lower the time interval between
the samples (∆t), the lower will be the switching probability. This is because,
for small values of ∆t, the rain attenuation samples are highly correlated. As
∆t increases, correlation between the samples decreases and results in a higher
switching probability.
In this subsection, for the ease of mathematical analysis, we consider the i.i.d
samples (large ∆t) which leads to the upper bound of the switching probability. In
Section 4.4, we will study the effect of different ∆t on the switching probability by
numerical simulation.
As explained in Section 4.3, switching will occur between µk′ and µ¯k based
on MSSC scheme. Hence, similar to the approach used in [37] for i.i.d random
variables, it is possible to define a six state Markov chain model for each switching
pair. The transitional probability matrix P of the Markov chain can be obtained
as ( for details kindly refer to [37]),
P =

ρk′ pk 1− ρk′ − pk 0 0 0
ρk′ pk 1− ρk′ − pk 0 0 0
0 0 0 %k pk 1− %k − pk
0 0 0 %k pk 1− %k − pk
0 0 0 %k pk 1− %k − pk
ρk′ pk 1− ρk′ − pk 0 0 0
 , (4.29)
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where,
ρk′ = PAk′ (γth), (4.30)
pk = (1− PAk′ (γth))(1− PAk(γth)), (4.31)
%k = PA¯k(γth). (4.32)
We define pii,k as the probability that kth switching pair is in state i. By using
the facts that −→pi = −→piP and ∑6i=1 pii,k = 1, where −→pi = [pi1,k, pi2,k, ..., pi6,k], the
switching probability of kth pair can be calculated as
pik(γth) =
2(1− ρk′ − pk)(1− %k − pk)
2− ρk′ − %k − 2pk , (4.33)
Now, we can define the average switching probability as
Psw =
1
P
P∑
k=1
pik(γth). (4.34)
The switching rate can be easily calculated as Psw/∆t where ∆t is the interval
between switching instants. In Section 4.4, we will see that how ∆t affects the
switching rate.
4.4 Numerical Results and Discussion
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 respectively detail the propagation parameters and the link bud-
get parameters for typical Central-European climate that were used as input to the
empirical rain attenuation prediction model included in ITU-R Recommendation
P.618. For simulation purposes, we consider a dynamic rain attenuation model
based on [19] wherever ∆t is used. More details about the rain attenuation time
series are provided in Section 2.1. In this method, the rain attenuation samples
are synthesized from a discrete white Gaussian noise process. In the first step, the
white Gaussian noise is low-pass filtered and then transformed from a normal dis-
tribution to a log-normal distribution. Finally, it is calibrated to match the desired
rain attenuation statistics.
Figure 4.3 presents the average availability (1− P¯FL in percentage) of the large
scale GW diversity scheme versus unavailability of a single GW (1 − PA(αth) in
percentage). For the case of 4 + 1 and 7 + 1, it can be seen that if availability of
each GW is 99%, the average availability of the whole GW network will be around
99.97% and 99.96%, respectively. This figure is obtained from (4.25).
Figure 4.4 illustrates the feeder-link outage performance of the proposed scheme
for different configurations. It is aimed at providing some insights about the effect
of N , P on performance and aid in system design. We can see that, with the
number of idle GWs fixed (P = 1), the outage probability degrades gracefully with
increasing number of active GWs. This means that if we assign only one idle GW
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Table 4.1. propagation and link budget assumptions
Q/V band Feeder Up-Link Value
Carrier frequency 50 GHz
Elevation angle 32◦
Polarization Circular
EIRPGW including back-off 76.5 dBW
UL free space loss 218.3 dB
(G/T)Sat 31.45 dB
γCS 28.3 dB
for 10 active GWs, this scheme could still provide acceptable outage performance.
Also, it can be seen that for a fixed number of active GWs (N = 10), if we increase
the number of idle GWs from 1 to 2 outage probability decreases considerably. It
is worth mentioning that all results are theoretical evaluations.
Figure 4.5 presents the average outage probability of different configurations
when NP = 4. It can be inferred from the figure that for a fixed ratio of
N
P , if
the number of GWs increases, the system will have a better outage performance.
This means that, for example, if there are 8 active GWs and 2 idle GWs, the 8 + 2
architecture will result in better overall performance than two 4 + 1 clusters.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the performance of the 1+1 system when switching is done
based on the predicted value of the rain attenuation. As it can be seen, increasing
td degrades the outage performance of the system. For the availability of 99.9%
(P¯out = 10−3), performing switching based on the prediction results in 0.25 dB
and 0.4 dB degradation in the outage performance for td = 5 seconds and td = 10
seconds, respectively.
Figure 4.7 shows the effect of setting different nsw (recall that nsw is the number
of SNR samples between two switching check instances) on the outage probability
of the 1 + 1 system. In this case, we assume that NCC checks the switching
possibility every nsw samples and switching is performed instantaneously. As ex-
pected, increasing the nsw degrades the system performance because switching is
not done on time to cope with the outages. For the considered operating point
of P¯out = 10−3, it can be seen that the performance is affected considerably. For
very high values of nsw, the performance curve converges to that of the single GW
system. In N+P scheme, nsw will have the similar effect. We can derive the similar
conclusions from Figure 4.8 for the end-to-end average outage probability.
Figure 4.9 presents the switching probability of the 1+1 scheme for different ∆t.
As it was discussed in subsection 4.3.4, larger ∆t increases the switching probability.
It can be seen that as ∆t→∞, switching probability converges to the upper bound
described by (4.34).
Figure 4.10 shows the influence of different switching thresholds on the switching
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Table 4.2. propagation and link budget assumptions
Ka-band User Down-Link Value
Carrier frequency 20 GHz
Elevation angle 35◦
Polarization Circular
EIRPsat including back-off 72.5 dBW
DL free space loss 210.5 dB
(G/T)UT 20.3 dB
γCS 21.3 dB
probability, average outage probability and the spectral efficiency of the system. In
fact, γth is chosen correspond to the minimum SNR required to support a certain
Modcod in DVB-S2. It can be seen that the improvements in spectral efficiency
are negligible while the switching rate is sensitive to the threshold. As expected,
by increasing γth, the switching probability of the system increases and so does the
spectral efficiency.
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have devised a practical switching scheme to exploit multiple
GW transmit diversity when moving the feeder link of a multibeam broadband
satellite network to Q/V band. The novel aspect of the proposed scheme are the
association of GWs into switching pairs based on ordered SNR and the use of
the robust MSSC strategy. Also, considering a dynamic rain attenuation model,
we have studied the effect of performing switching based on the predicted rain
attenuation values. Expressions for key performance indicators − average outage
probability and switching rate− have been derived analytically providing insights
into system sizing especially on the relative effect of the number of idle and active
GWs. An interesting result is that larger clusters yield better performance for a
given ratio of idle and active GWs. It is further seen that an increase in switching
threshold, enhances achieved spectral efficiency, but at the cost of higher switching
probability.
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Chapter 5
Phase Uncertainty in Multibeam Satellite
Channels: Modeling and Robust Precoder
Design
Essentially, all models are wrong,
but some are useful.
George E. P. Box
1913-2013
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the precoder design on the user downlink channel of a multibeam
satellite system is studied. Due to fluctuations of the phase components, the channel
is time-varying resulting in outdated channel state information at the transmitter
because of the long round trip delay. In Section 5.2, a model for the phase uncer-
tainty is proposed and a robust precoder design framework is studied considering
requirements on availability and average SINR. Probabilistic and expectation based
approaches are employed in Section 5.3 to formulate the design criteria which are
solved using convex optimization tools. The performance of the resulting precoder
is evaluated through extensive simulations. Although a satellite channel is con-
sidered in this chapter, the presented analysis is valid for any vector channel with
phase uncertainty.
5.2 Phase Uncertainty Model
Similar to terrestrial communication channels, satellite based communication chan-
nels are time-varying and for typical precoding applications, the transmitter needs
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to know the CSI of the downlink channel. In the satellite context the UT estimates
the amplitude and the phase of each of the sub-channels and feeds them back to
the GW. In Chapter 2, the multibeam satellite channel is described and channel
model is given in (2.13). Based on this model, the baseband time-varying sub-
channel in the forward-link between antenna j and user i at time t can be denoted
by hij(t) = |hij |ejθij(t). As mentioned, the amplitude variation of this channel is
dominated by the rain attenuation whose variations are negligible during the RTD
interval. Therefore, the temporal variations of the amplitude are considered to be
negligible over the intervals of interest and hence the time dependency is omitted
from |hij |.
On the other hand, the phase of the sub-channels can be affected by different
time varying components. For example, each feed will contribute a continuously
time varying random phase component to the sub-channels. This random phase
component corresponds to the phase noise of the LO and is the main contributor
to the phase uncertainty. Since satellite antenna spacing is very small compared
to communication distance and that a line of sight environment is considered, all
the sub-channels are usually assumed to be identical [23]. While this is acceptable
for the amplitude of the sub-channels, the same might not be valid for the phase
of the sub-channels. Phase is sensitive to minor channel geometrical differences
and, therefore, each sub-channel can have different time varying phase components.
Tropospheric effects such as rain and cloud attenuation and scintillations (with fast
variations in the order of milliseconds) can introduce additional time varying phase
variations to each sub-channel [38]. Finally, the imperfections and the channel
nature result in time varying phase components which are independent across the
sub-channels and are incorporated in the channel model as θij(t).
Note that, there are also other components that are identical for all the sub-
channels of the ith user and hence do not affect the received SINR. An example of
such a component can be phase noise of the LO at receiver front end at UT. Hence,
we do not consider such variations in our work. The interested reader is referred
to [34,98] for further details on the various contributors to the time varying phase.
Assume that channel is estimated by the terminals at t0 and sent back to the
GW. At t1 ≈ t0 + 250ms precoder is designed by the GW and applied to the
channel at t2 ≈ t1 + 250. Due to the long RTD in GEO satellite systems and the
time varying phase components, the phase of the channel when precoding is applied
at t2 ≈ t0 + 500ms will be different than the phase at t0, θi(t0). Since θij(t2) is
the actual phase for the sub-channel hi,j(t2) and further using θi(t2), we model the
temporal variations as,
θi(t2) = θi(t0) + ei, (5.1)
where ei , [ei1, ei2, . . . , eiK ]T is the phase error, or phase uncertainty, vector with
independent identically distributed (i.i.d) Gaussian random entries, ei ∼ N (0, δ2i I).
Here, δ2i is the variance of the phase error for the ith user. Note that, in principle,
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eik is zero mean variable and,
−(2pin+ pi) < eik ≤ 2pin+ pi, ∀i, k ∈ [K], n ∈ {Z ≥ 0}, (5.2)
This type of variables have wrapped Gaussian (normal) distribution [99]. However,
in practice, the variance of eik is very small compared to pi, so we can assume that
−pi << eik << pi. Therefore, it is acceptable to assume that ei ∼ N (0, δ2i I).
For ease of notation, we define the corresponding channel at t2 and t0, respec-
tively as,
hi ,[|hi1|ejθi1(t2), . . . , |hiK |ejθiK(t2)]T , (5.3)
ĥi ,[|hi1|ejθi1(t0), . . . , |hiK |ejθiK(t0)]T . (5.4)
Under these notations and assuming that the channel amplitudes are identical at
t2 and t0, the K × 1 channel fading coefficients from all antenna feeds towards the
ith UT at instance t2 are then given by,
hi = ĥi  qi, (5.5)
where qi = ejei . In (5.5), ĥi is a known channel vector at t0, but qi is a random
vector arising out of the phase uncertainty of ei. The correlation matrix of qi,
denoted by Ci, is assumed to be known and takes the form,
Ci , E{qiqHi } = E{Qi}, (5.6)
where Qi , qiqHi . The diagonal elements of Ci are unity and off-diagonal entries
can be found by using the moment generating function of the Gaussian random
variable as follows,
[Ci]lm = E{[Qi]lm}
= E{ejei,l}E{e−jei,m} = e−δ2i , ρi. (5.7)
Having introduced a model for phase uncertainty, we investigate different ap-
proaches for robust precoder design.
5.3 Robust Precoder Design
Typical designs assume perfect CSI and design wi to optimize a function of SINRi.
However, in the presence of channel uncertainty, SINRi is a random variable, which
cannot be computed at the transmitter for designing wi. This motivates the robust
design approaches considered.
As it was mentioned in Section 5.1, we investigate two approaches, probabilis-
tic and expectation based, to achieve the robustness. In general, precoder design
problem can be formulated differently to achieve the different objectives. Power
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minimization subject to QoS constraints and fairness among the user are two main
objectives for precoder design. In the following sections, considering different ro-
bust approaches and objectives, we study robust precoder designs for the channel
with phase uncertainty.
Remark 4. While the current work considers phase uncertainty in the satellite
channel, the ensuing analysis can be applied to any downlink channel with phase
uncertainty if it can be modeled as (5.5).
5.3.1 Probabilistic Approach: Power Minimization
An approach to achieve robustness against the channel uncertainty is to design the
precoder that can satisfy the QoS requirement on link/service availability. In this
case, the precoder ensures that the SINR of each user is greater than a specific
chosen threshold, γth, with probability of αi. Mathematically, it can be expressed
by the constraint Pr{SINRi ≥ γth} ≥ αi. Considering this approach, a meaningful
formulation of the forward-link precoding problem leads to,
P : minimize
W
K∑
i=1
Tr (Wi)
subject to
∀i∈[K]
Pr
{
SINRi ≥ γth
}
≥ αi,[ K∑
j=1
Wj
]
i,i
≤ Pi,
Wi < 0, rank(Wi) = 1,
where αi is the required availability for ith user. The objective of this formulation
is to minimize the total transmit power while enforcing the constraints on the
availability for each user considering the per-antenna power constraints. In the
considered full frequency reuse, each antenna has a dedicated amplifier and hence
it is meaningful to impose per-antenna power constraint. Here, Pi denotes the
maximum transmit power of the ith antenna serving the ith user located in the ith
beam.
Equations (7.41) and (2.22) indicate that SINRi is a random variable due to qi.
A probabilistic approach is then pursued towards evaluating the availability over
these random variables. In general, the first constraint is difficult to tackle and we
will now study it in more detail.
Let us denote the availability of ith user by fi(W). Using (7.41) we have,
fi(W) , Pr
{
SINRi ≥ γth
}
,
= Pr
{
Tr(RiWi)− γth
∑
j 6=i
Tr(RiWj) ≥ γthN0
}
. (5.8)
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By defining Zi ,Wi − γth
∑
j 6=i Wj , we can write,
fi(W) = Pr
{
Tr (RiZi) ≥ γthN0
}
. (5.9)
It is interesting to have an insight on what (5.9) denotes. Tr (RiZi) can be in-
terpreted as the effective received power, since it is the difference between a scaled
version of the received interference power, γth
∑
j 6=iTr(RiWj), and the useful re-
ceived power, Tr(RiWi). The coefficient γth in the interference term can be inter-
preted as the price of having a specific SINR threshold of γth. This means that for a
fixed W, the higher the threshold chosen, the higher will the interference perceived
by users be. This results in a lower effective received power. These two competing
measures, will affect the feasibility of the problem at high γth.
For simplicity, let us denote the effective received power by yi , Tr (RiZi).
Using (2.22) and the fact that Tr (XY) = Tr (YX) [100], we have,
yi = Tr
(
diag(ĥi)Qi diag(ĥHi )Zi
)
= Tr (AiQi) , (5.10)
where
Ai = diag(ĥHi )Zi.diag(ĥi) (5.11)
The following lemma provides the mean and variance of the random variable yi.
Lemma 1: With Qi defined in (5.6) and for any Hermitian matrix Ai ∈ CK×K ,
the mean and variance of yi = Tr (AiQi) can be found as
µi = Tr(AiCi) (5.12)
σ2i = vec(ATi )TGi vec(Ai) (5.13)
where
Gi = G′i − vec(Ci) vec(CTi )T
with G′i = E {Qi ⊗Qi} and is calculated in Appendix B.
Proof. The mean and variance of yi can be calculated respectively as follows,
µi = E{yi} = Tr(Ai E{Qi}) = Tr(AiCi), (5.14)
σ2i = E{(yi − µi)2} = E{Tr (AiQi)Tr (AiQi)} − µ2i . (5.15)
The first term in (5.15) can be rewritten as,
E{Tr(qHi Aiqi)Tr(qHi Aiqi)} = E{qHi AiqiqHi Aiqi} (5.16)
= E{Tr(qHi AiqiqHi Aiqi)} (5.17)
= E{Tr(AiQiAiQi)} (5.18)
= vec(AHi )H E{QTi ⊗Qi} vec(Ai). (5.19)
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We define the K2 ×K2 matrix G′i = E{QTi ⊗Qi}. This matrix can be computed
using (5.7) and statistical independence of the elements of qi. More details are
provided in Appendix B regarding the calculation of the matrix G′i.
Now, the variance of yi can be expressed as,
σ2i = vec(AHi )HG′i vec(Ai)− Tr(AiCi)2 (5.20)
Knowing that Tr(XY) = vec(XT )T vec(Y), the second term in (5.20) can be ex-
panded and finally we have,
σ2i = vec(AHi )HGi vec(Ai) (5.21)
where
Gi = G′i − vec(Ci) vec(CTi )T . (5.22)
Since for any Ai, we have σ2i ≥ 0, we can conclude that Gi  0.
Writing yi = qHgeri Aiqi, it can be shown that yi is a sum of K dependent
random variables, so it is difficult to find its exact PDF. Knowing only the mean
and variance of yi, we need to find an approximation for Pr{yi ≥ γthN0}. Our
approach is to approximate the distribution of yi by a Gaussian distribution, then
evaluate the availability of users. We use a Gaussian approximation for tractability.
It is observed that the PDF of yi has a left hand-side (LHS) tail. Since practically
we are interested in a LHS tail, PDF of yi can be approximated by a Gaussian
distribution where both yi and its Gaussian approximation have LHS tails. The
impact of this approximation will be discussed in Section 5.4.
With the Gaussian approximation for yi and knowing µi and σ2i , we can evaluate
fi(W) in (5.8). It can be shown that,
fi(W) ≈

1
2 +
1
2 erf
(
µi − γthN0√
2σi
)
, µi ≥ γthN0 (5.23)
1
2 −
1
2 erf
(
γthN0 − µi√
2σi
)
, µi < γthN0 . (5.24)
Here erf(·) is the error function. Since user’s acceptable availability requirement is
at least αi > 0.5 [41], we need fi(W) ≥ αi > 0.5, and hence only (5.23) will be
considered. Clearly, fi(W) ≥ αi subsumes µi ≥ γthN0 when αi > 0.5. Then by
considering fi(W) ≥ αi, we can rewrite the availability constraint as,
0.5 + 0.5 erf
(
µi − γthN0√
2σi
)
≥ αi. (5.25)
After straightforward algebra and using µi and σ2i defined in (5.14) and (5.20), the
constraint in (5.25) can be expressed as,
bi
√
vec(ATi )TGi vec(Ai) ≤ µi − γthN0, (5.26)
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where bi =
√
2 erf−1(2αi − 1) and bi > 0. Finally, (5.26) can be rewritten as,
bi‖G
1
2
i vec(Ai)‖ ≤ Tr(AiCi)− γthN0, (5.27)
We can show that (5.27) is a convex constraint, since it is an inverse image of the
second-order cone,
S = {(x, z)| ‖x‖ ≤ z, z ≥ 0}, (5.28)
under the affine transformation x =
√
biG
1
2
i vec(Ai) and z = Tr(AiCi) − γthN0.
Note that from (5.23) where αi > 0.5, we have z ≥ 0. Hence, in P, the only
non-convex constraint is rank(Wi) = 1. However, this can be relaxed by retaining
only the semidefiniteness constraint, Wi < 0, which is convex [47]. Under this
relaxation, the variables of the optimization problem would be {Wi}K1 . Then
per-antenna power constraints will also be convex. By replacing the availability
constraint in P with the one in (5.27), the resulting optimization problem can be
written as,
P1 : minimizeW
K∑
i=1
Tr(Wi)
subject to
∀i∈[K]
bi‖G
1
2
i vec(Ai)‖ ≤ Tr(AiCi)− γthN0[ K∑
j=1
Wj
]
i,i
≤ Pi , Wi < 0.
This optimization problem can be solved by using convex solvers like CVX [59,73].
We denote the resulting precoding matrix of P1 by W? = [w?1, · · · ,w?K ] where
w?i is the precoding vector for the ith user. Note that the solution to P1 can yield
high rank {Wi}K1 . In such situations, rank-one approximation techniques [54]
need to be employed. Additional details are provided in Section 5.4 regarding the
solution of the optimization problem and rank-one approximation techniques. It
should be noted that the rank-one relaxed problem, P1, is equivalent to P if it is
possible to find a rank-one solution for P1.
5.3.2 Probabilistic Approach: Max-Min Fairness
In this part, unlike the previous section, the goal is to maximize a utility function
f(W) which should be a strictly increasing function of {fi(W)}K1 . Recall that
fi(W) is defined in (5.8). A function that considers the fairness in the sense of
availability among the users is f(·) = min(·). By defining this function, the objective
is to maximize the minimum of the availabilities subject to per-antenna power
constraints. This formulation is also known as max-min fairness problem. The
motivation behind this formulation can be the need for having the highest possible
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QoS, considering the fairness among the users and per antenna power constraints.
The optimization problem can be written as,
F : maximize
W
min{f1(W), . . . , fK(W)}
subject to
∀i∈[K]
[ K∑
j=1
Wj
]
i,i
≤ Pi,
Wi < 0, rank(Wi) = 1.
A first step towards solving F is to characterize the objective function and the same
is undertaken in the following Lemma.
Lemma 2: With the Gaussian approximation for yi, f(W) is a quasiconcave
function of W.
Proof. Under the Gaussian assumption on yi, we can show that fi(W) is a qua-
siconcave function, since its superlevel set {(x, z) | fi(W) ≥ τ} is convex as was
shown in (5.27) and (5.28) ( with αi being replaced by τ). Also, we observe that
the minimum of quasiconcave functions, is quasiconcave [59]. Therefore,
f(W) = min{f1(W), f2(W), . . . , fK(W)}
is a quasiconcave function.
Hence, we can find the solution of the optimization problem F by solving the
following feasibility problem,
F1(τ) : find W
subject to
∀i∈[K]
f(W) ≥ τ,
[ K∑
j=1
Wj
]
i,i
≤ Pi,
Wi < 0, rank(Wi) = 1,
where τ is a constant and a procedure for finding its optimal value will be discussed
later. It is straightforward to show that the first constraint in F1(τ) is equivalent to
fi(W) ≥ τ, ∀ i ∈ [K]. Then, fi(W) ≥ τ can be written similar to (5.27). Finally, by
dropping the rank-one constraint, the relaxed optimization problem can be written
as,
F2(τ) : find W
subject to
∀i∈[K]
bi‖G
1
2
i vec(Ai)‖ ≤ Tr(AiCi)− γthN0,[ K∑
j=1
Wj
]
i,i
≤ Pi, Wi < 0.
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Algorithm 1: Bisection Method for the quasiconcave optimization problem
F2(τ)
initialize l, u, tolerance  > 0 ;
while l − u >  do
t← (u+ l)/2 ;
Solve the feasibility problem F2(τ) using CVX ;
if F2(τ)is feasible then
l← τ ;
else
u← τ ;
end
end
τ? ← l and W? = F2(τ?)
where bi =
√
2 erf−1(2τ − 1). This is a feasibility problem and the optimal solution
can be found by using the bisection method [59] and CVX tool [73]. Again, it is
possible that F2(τ) yields non unity rank solutions. In Section 5.4, we will discuss
how to extract a rank-one solution from a high rank solution.
Remark 5. Problems F1(τ) and F2(τ) are dependant on τ . However, by iteratively
solving F2(τ) to obtain the highest feasible τ , using the bisection method, we can
find the solution of F(τ).
It only remains to find the optimal value of τ to solve F2(τ). Towards this, we
assume that the optimal value of τ is in the interval of [l, u] and is denoted by τ?
while the corresponding optimal precoding matrices are denoted by W? = F2(τ?).
In Algorithm 1, the bisection method for finding the optimal value, τ?, is explained.
As was indicated in Section 5.3.1, an acceptable value for user’s availability is
greater than 0.5. Therefore, we can assume 1 > τ? > 0.5. Then, the appropriate
values for l and u would be 0.5 and 1, respectively. The idea of Algorithm 1 is
to search for the optimal point by iteratively bisecting the interval [l, u]. At each
iteration, the midpoint of the interval is checked for feasibility. If F2(τ) is feasible,
the optimal point is in the upper half of the interval, else it is in the lower half.
Then the values of u and l are updated to search in an appropriate interval. This
process is repeated until the searching interval gets small enough, u− l < .
5.3.3 Expectation Based Approach: Power Minimization
In this section, an expectation based approach will be discussed where the robust-
ness is achieved by defining the required QoS goals based on the average perfor-
mance of the system. Since the average SINR of the users is closely related to
the average performance of the system, it defines another QoS measure. To this
end, the precoder is designed to satisfy the requirement on the average SINR, with
E{SINRi} ≥ γth, where expectation is over the random qi.
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Following this robust approach, the power minimization precoding formulation
can be written as,
G : minimize
W
K∑
i=1
Tr(Wi)
subject to
∀i∈[K]
E{SINRi} ≥ γth,[ K∑
j=1
Wj
]
i,i
≤ Pi,
Wi < 0, rank(Wi) = 1.
The objective of this optimization problem is to minimize the total transmit power
subject to satisfying the required average SINR for each user considering the per-
antenna power constraint for each antenna feed.
In general, it is difficult to evaluate the exact value of E{SINRi}, since the
expectation of SINRi over qi is intractable We use an approximation for SINRi
denoted by SINR′i where the received signal and interference power are replaced by
their expected values [101,102]. Then, SINR′i can be expressed as,
SINR′i ,
E
{
Tr(RiWi)
}
E
{∑
j 6=iTr(RiWj)
}
+N0
. (5.29)
However, further exploitation of the results in [101,102] is difficult due to the differ-
ences in the modeling assumptions. Fortunately, numerical evaluations show that
SINR′i is a tight lower bound on E{SINRi}. Therefore, if the precoding matri-
ces satisfy the constraint SINR′i ≥ γth, then they can also satisfy the constraint
E{SINRi} ≥ γth. So, we can replace the constraint on the average SINR in G by
the stricter constraint SINR′i ≥ γth.
Remark 6. Note that the constraint in (5.29) can also be interpreted as the result
of using long-term (averaging over phase noise) channel correlation matrix, E{Ri},
instead of instantaneous Ri to achieve the robustness.
After the expectation operation, the constraint SINR′i ≥ γth can be rewritten
as,
Tr(AiCi)− γthN0 ≥ 0, (5.30)
where Ai and Ci are defined in (5.10) and (5.6), respectively. This is a convex
(affine in Wi) constraint and the effect of the phase uncertainty is reflected in Ci.
It is interesting to relate the probabilistic and expectation based approaches.
Remark 7. The constraint in (5.30) can be obtained directly from the availability
constraint in (5.27) by assuming bi = 0.
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This happens when αi = 0.5. In this case, by using (5.25) we can show that the
constraint,
Pr{SINRi ≥ γth} ≥ 0.5, (5.31)
is equivalent to the constraint SINR′i ≥ γth. We can rewrite the constraint in (5.27)
as,
Tr(AiCi)− γthN0 ≥ biσi ≥ 0. (5.32)
From this expression, we can observe that for αi > 0.5, the availability constraint
(5.32) is stricter than (5.30).
As discussed in Section 5.3.2, the rank-one constraint can be relaxed towards
reducing G to a convex optimization problem. Finally, the expectation based robust
optimization problem can be written as,
G1 : minimizeW
K∑
i=1
Tr(Wi)
subject to
∀i∈[K]
Tr(AiCi)− γthN0 ≥ 0,[ K∑
j=1
Wj
]
i,i
≤ Pi, Wi < 0.
This is a convex optimization problem and can be solved by using standard
convex solvers like CVX [73]. Let us denote the optimal solutions by W?i . We
provide more details about the rank of the solutions of G1.
Remark 8. We can write the optimization problem G1 as a separable SDP problem
[103].
Using the results of [103] for separable SDP problems, we can show that for
optimal solution of G1, the following bound holds,
K∑
i=1
rank2(W?i ) ≤ 2K, (5.33)
where 2K is the number of constraints in G1. If we denote the number of rank-one
solutions by η, then at least the following should hold,
η + 4(K − η) ≤ 2K, (5.34)
which results in η ≥ 2K3 . This means that at least 2K3 of {W?i } will be rank-one forG1. Also note that since the total power is minimized in G1, in practice some of the
per-antenna power constraints will not be active. Therefore, based on (5.33), the
fewer the number of active constraints, the higher the number of rank one solutions.
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5.3.4 Expectation Based Approach: Max-Min Fairness
This section briefly studies the problem of maximizing the minimum of SINR′is
subject to per-antenna power constraints where the fairness among the users is
considered. To this end, similar to the formulation used in Section 5.3.2, we take
advantage of the max-min formulation and form the robust design problem as,
E : maximize
W
min{SINR′1, . . . ,SINR′K}
subject to
∀i∈[K]
[ K∑
j=1
Wj
]
i,i
≤ Pi,
Wi < 0, rank(Wi) = 1.
We can show that SINR′i is a quasiconcave function of W since SINR′i ≥ υ is a
convex constraint for any constant υ as was seen in (5.30). Similar to the approach
used in Section 5.3.2, corresponding feasibility problem can be deduced as,
E1(υ) : find W
subject to
∀i∈[K]
SINR′ ≥ υ,
[ K∑
j=1
Wj
]
i,i
≤ Pi,
Wi < 0, rank(Wi) = 1,
where
SINR′ = min{SINR′1, . . . ,SINR′K}. (5.35)
The constraint SINR′ ≥ υ is equivalent to SINR′i ≥ υ, ∀i ∈ [K]. Then, by using
(5.30) and relaxing the rank constraint, E1(υ) can be rewritten as,
E2(υ) : find W
subject to
∀i∈[K]
Tr(AiCi)− υN0 ≥ 0,[ K∑
j=1
Wj
]
i,i
≤ Pi,Wi < 0.
The optimal value of υ in the feasibility problem E2(υ) can be found by using
the Algorithm 1 and CVX. For this purpose, τ and F2 in Algorithm 1 should be
replaced by υ and E2, respectively.
A summary of the different formulations and approaches has been provided in
Table 5.1 in order to have a better overview.
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Table 5.1. Summary of different Formulations and Approaches
Power Minimization Max-Min Fairness
Probabilistic P1 F2(τ)
Expectation Based G1 E2(υ)
Table 5.2. Ratio of rank-one solutions to feasible solutions in 1000 realizations
Uncertainty σi = 5◦ σi = 10◦
γth 4dB 7dB 4dB 7dB
P1 ( αi = 90%) 841/841 396/396 627/627 129/129
F2(τ) 82/866 184/465 265/772 228/268
G1 872/872 494/494 791/791 291/291
E2(υ) 827/1000 719/998
5.4 Numerical Results and Discussion
In this section, we investigate the performance of the proposed robust precoders
through numerical evaluations. We generate 1000 random realizations of the user
locations within each of the 7 beams, where users are uniformly distributed within
the beam, each having a diameter of 500km. Then, we find the corresponding
channel vector for each user based on the model described in Section 2. The link
budget and system parameters are given in Table 2.2. As it was shown in Figure 2.3,
the first tier of 7 beams is considered.
We assume that a single user per beam is served in each transmission slot;
therefore in total 7 users are targeted in each precoded signal. Here, it is assumed
that a single user is selected randomly from each beam to make a group of 7 users,
and the precoding matrix is subsequently designed; the impact of user scheduling
is left for future work.
After generating the channel realizations, all the optimization problems dis-
cussed in Section 5.3 are solved. For optimization problems F2 and E , parameters
l and u are chosen equal to the SNRs corresponding to the lowest and the highest
supported ModCods, respectively. Therefore, based on DVB-S2 ModCods [104],
we have l = −2.72dB and u = 16.2dB and DVB-S2x has extended both these limits
[35].
Let W? = {W?1, . . . ,W?K} denote the solution of the rank-one relaxed opti-
mization problem. If W?i is rank-one, then we can write W?i = w?iw?Hi where w?i
is the optimal solution. On the other hand, if the rank of W?i is larger than one,
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then we have to extract a rank-one solution from W?i [54]. Let
ri = rank(W?i ), (5.36)
W?i =
ri∑
j=1
λijωijω
H
ij , (5.37)
where λi1 ≥ λi2 ≥ . . . λiri are the eigenvalues of W?i and ωij are the corresponding
eigenvectors. We define a rank merit for matrix W?i by
RMi =
λi1∑ri
j=1 λij
. (5.38)
Numerically, we declare that {W?i } is rank-one if it satisfies the following condi-
tion [43],
RMi ≥ 0.9999, ∀i ∈ [K]. (5.39)
Table 5.2 shows the ratio of rank-one solutions for different formulations. In this ta-
ble, the numerators of the fractions are the number of the rank-one solutions and the
denominators are the number of feasible solution obtained using CVX for 1000 sam-
ple runs. Interestingly, it can be observed that the power minimization approaches,
P1 and G1, yield rank-one solutions for all feasible instances in 1000 realizations.
Hence, associated rank-one solutions can be simply found as w?i =
√
λi1ωi1.
For the max-min problems, F2(τ) and E2(υ), it can be observed in Table 5.2 that
the solutions are not always rank-one considering the condition in (5.39). However,
in all non rank-one examples the rank merit of the W?i was greater than 0.989.
Hence,
√
λi1ωi1 was used as a suboptimal solution while the SINR′i constraints
were never violated by more than 0.29%. Note that λiωi1ωHgeri1 is the best rank-
one approximation of W?i in the least two-norm sense [54].
Fig. 5.1 shows the feasibility rate of the different optimization problems for 1000
channel realizations. The feasibility rate is the number of the feasible realizations
(solvable instances of the optimization problem) divided by the total number of
realizations. For the power minimization probabilistic approach (problem P1) the
feasibility rate is calculated for the availability of 90%. As an example, consider the
problem P1 where σ = 5◦. For γth = 6dB, it can be seen that the designed robust
precoder can guarantee for almost 60% of the realization (users), it can provide
SINR greater than 6dB for 90% of times (or with probability of 0.9). As expected,
by increasing the phase uncertainty to σ = 10◦, the feasibility rate decreases. As
it can be seen, for the same γth, the feasibility rate of F2 is higher than P1. This
is because of the fact that the availability of users in F2 is not forced to be higher
than 90% as in P1.
Also, the feasibility rate of the problem G1 is shown. It can be seen that among
the two power minimization approaches, G1 and P1, the former has a higher fea-
sibility rate. This is because of the fact that the availability constraint in P1 is
stricter than constraint SINR′i ≥ γth, as it was discussed in Section 5.3.3.
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Figure 5.1. Feasibility rate of different optimization problems for 1000 channel
realizations
We denote the number of feasible realizations by Nf and availability of users in
nth feasible realization by f (n)i (W). Then we define the average system availability
as
f¯(W) = 1
KNf
Nf∑
n=1
K∑
i=1
f
(n)
i (W) (5.40)
where K is number of co-channel users in one transmission slot (number of beams).
Fig. 5.2 shows the average availability of all users for 1000 realizations. It can been
seen that for the problem P1, the average availability for different γth is close to
the required availability of αi = 90%. Note that, due to the approximation, the
obtained solution differs slightly from the desired availability. On the other hand,
the formulation F2 provides higher availability at lower SINRs. As expected, the
achieved average availability decreases, as γth increases.
Fig. 5.3 shows the average (over feasible realizations) total transmitted power
for the different formulation. It is observed that the formulation P1 is efficient in the
sense of transmitted power and by increasing γth, the average transmitted power
increases. In P1, a higher phase uncertainty leads to higher transmitted power to
achieve 90% availability. As it can be seen, the formulation F2 requires more power
than P1. An important observation is that, for the high γth, although F2 is using
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Figure 5.2. Average Availability of users for different optimization problems
more power than P1 but its average availability is lesser than that for P1 ( kindly
refer to Fig. 5.2). The reason is that in F2, we do not have a constraint to satisfy
availability of 90%, so users with bad channel condition will be considered for being
served. These users will require high power but will still have low availability which
affects the average performance of the system. This also explains the observation
in Fig. 5.3 that for F2 in high γth regime, σi = 5◦ needs more power than the case
σi = 10◦. It can also be observed that for the same γth, both P1 and G1 require
almost the same average total transmit power.
Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5 show the results for formulation E2(υ). Fig. 5.4 depicts the
distribution of υ for σi = 5◦ and σi = 10◦. It can be seen that by decreasing the
amount of the uncertainty, distribution of υ is shifted to the right, which means
that probability of having a higher υ is increased. For σi = 10◦ and σi = 5◦, the
average υ are 4.3dB and 5.8dB, respectively. Fig. 5.5 shows the distribution of the
total transmit power. It is observed that when σi = 5◦, more power is transmitted
compared to the case of σi = 10◦. This can be explained by having look at Fig. 5.4.
When there is less uncertainty, the transmitter can use more power in order to
provide higher υ.
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Figure 5.3. Dependence of Average Total Transmit power on the Threshold γth
for availability of αi = 90%.
5.5 Summary
While multibeam satellite systems with full frequency reuse provide an ideal ap-
plication for introducing and exploiting precoding techniques, the precoder design
must take practical limitations into account. This chapter considers the impact of
phase uncertainty resulting from time-varying phase components and long RTD on
precoding. This uncertainty is modeled as a random process and constraints are
imposed on the availability and average SINR of the users to render the precoder
robust to phase variations. For each of these QoS requirements, probabilistic and
expectation based approaches to the design of the precoder are pursued leading to
4 different precoder designs. The choice of different QoS requirements and different
approaches provide flexibility to the system designer. The resulting optimization
problems are formulated and solved using convex optimization techniques. Numer-
ical evaluations illustrate the detrimental effect of phase uncertainty and vindicate
the need for robust designs by showing that the pursued designs achieve the required
QoS requirements. This would further accelerate the proliferation of precoding in
the satellite community.
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Figure 5.4. Distribution of υ( i.e. the solution of E2(υ)) in 1000 iterations.
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Chapter 6
An Iterative Approach to Nonconvex QCQP
with Applications in Signal Processing
6.1 Introduction
Nonconvex QCQP is an important class of optimization problems that can be for-
mulated as,
P : min.
x∈CN
xHA0x
s. t. xHAix ≤ ci, ∀i ∈ [M ], (6.1)
where A0 and Ai are Hermitian matrices for all i ∈ [M ], M denotes the number of
quadratic constraints, and ci ∈ R.
Herein, we are interested in a subclass of nonconvex QCQP problems with con-
vex objective and nonconvex constraints, A0 is a positive definite (PD) matrix and
Ai are Hermitian matrices with at least one negative eigenvalues [46]. This class of
nonconvex QCQP problems captures many problems that are of interest to the sig-
nal processing and communications community such as beamforming design [47–49],
radar optimal code design [50–53], multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) and
multiuser estimation and detection [54], as well as phase retrieval [55, 56]. The
application is also extended to other domains such as portfolio risk management
in financial engineering [57]. Nonconvex QCQP is known to be an NP-hard prob-
lem, i.e. at least as hard NP-complete problems which are particularly deemed by
optimization community to be difficult [58].
Due to its wide area of application, the nonconvex QCQP problem has been
studied extensively in the optimization and signal processing literature. The NP-
hardness of the problem has motivated the search for various efficient approaches
to solve P including those based on the semidefinite relaxation (SDR) [54, 59],
the reformulation linearization technique (RLT) [60,61], and the successive convex
approximation (SCA) [62–64]. Recently a variant of SCA known as feasible point
pursuit-successive convex approximation (FPP-SCA) has also been proposed in [65].
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To the best of our knowledge, SDR is yet the most prominent and widely–used
technique employed for tackling nonconvex QCQP.
Note that P in (6.1) includes several class of widely known optimization prob-
lems including binary quadratic programming (BQP) where,
Ai = eieTi , x ∈ RN , (6.2)
and unimodular quadratic programming (UQP) [105] where
Ai = eieTi , x ∈ CN . (6.3)
6.2 Problem Reformulation
We begin our reformulation by rewriting P in an equivalent form. We can assume,
without loss of generality, that ci 6= 0; otherwise P will have a trivial solution
of x = 0 or it will be infeasible. Since A0 is a PD matrix, using the change of
parameters by
Ai ←
(
A−
1
2
0 AiA
− 12
0
)
/ci, (6.4)
and x← A 120 x, the nonconvex QCQP of interest may be recast as,
P1 : min.
x∈CN
‖x‖2
s. t. xHAixCi 1, ∀i ∈ [M ], (6.5)
with Ai being Hermitian matrices. Here “Ci ” can represent any of “ ≥ ”, “ ≤ ” or
“ = ” for each i.
Now, let us define x = √pu, where p ∈ R+ and u ∈ CN is a unit norm vector.
Then, (6.5) can be written as,
P1 : min.u,p p
s. t. uHAiuCi
1
p
, ∀i ∈ [M ],
‖u‖2 = 1. (6.6)
Let us define q = 1/p, then P1 can be rewritten as,
P1 : max.u,q q
s. t. uHAiuCi q, ∀i ∈ [M ],
‖u‖2 = 1. (6.7)
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By introducing slack variables {ti}, we transform all inequality constraints to
equality constraints, viz.
uHAiu + ti = q, ∀i ∈ [M ], (6.8)
0Ci ti, ∀i ∈ [M ]. (6.9)
where ti ∈ R. Therefore, P1 can be reformulated as,
P2 : max.
u,q,{ti}
q
s. t. uH (Ai + tiI) u = q, ∀i ∈ [M ], (6.10)
‖u‖2 = 1, 0Ci ti, ∀i ∈ [M ].
Any Hermitian matrix can be decomposed as a difference of two PSD matrices
simply by partitioning the matrix into parts comprising only non-positive and non-
negative eigenvalues. In particular, we consider,
Ai = A+i −A−i , A+i , A−i  0, ∀i ∈ [M ]. (6.11)
We can also decompose ti as ti = t+i − t−i ,∀i ∈ [M ] where
t+i =
{
ti if ti > 0
0 if ti ≤ 0
, (6.12)
and
t−i =
{
0 if ti > 0
|ti| if ti ≤ 0
. (6.13)
Consequently, the constraint in P2 can be written as,
uH
(
A+i + t+i I
)
u = uH
(
A−i + (q + t−i )I
)
u (6.14)
For notational simplicity, we define
Ci = A−i + (q + t−i )I, (6.15)
Bi = A+i + t+i I, (6.16)
where both matrices are PSD. Note that (6.14) holds if and only if ‖B 12i u‖ = ‖C
1
2
i u‖.
In particular, the left-hand side of (6.14) is close to the right-hand side of (6.14)
if and only if ‖B 12i u‖ is close to ‖C
1
2
i u‖. Therefore, one can consider the following
optimization problem as a penalized reformulation of P2
P3 : max.
u,q,{ti}
q − η
M∑
i=1
(
‖B 12i u‖ − ‖C
1
2
i u‖
)2
s. t. ‖u‖2 = 1, 0Ci ti, ∀i ∈ [M ], (6.17)
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in which η > 0 determines the weight of the penalty-term added to the original
objective of P2; and where P3 and P2 coincide as η → +∞. Note that optimizing
P3 with respect to (w. r. t.) u may require rewriting P3 as a quartic objective in
u. To avoid this, we introduce another alternative objective:
P4 : max.
u,q,{ti},{Qi}
q − η
M∑
i=1
‖B 12i u−QiC
1
2
i u‖2
s. t. ‖Qi‖F ≤ 1, 0Ci ti, ∀i ∈ [M ],
‖u‖2 = 1. (6.18)
In contrast to P3, the optimization problem P4 w. r. t. u can be easily cast as a
problem of finding the largest eigenvalue of a PSD matrix—more on this later. To
establish the equivalence of P3 and P4, observe that the minimizer Qi of P4 should
be a matrix with Frobenius norm less than or equal to 1 that satisfies the following
condition,
QiC
1
2
i u =
(
‖C 12i u‖
‖B 12i u‖
)
B
1
2
i u. (6.19)
In this case, it will be straightforward to verify that,
M∑
i=1
‖B 12i u−QiC
1
2
i u‖2 =
M∑
i=1
∥∥∥∥∥B 12i u−
(
‖C 12i u‖
‖B 12i u‖
)
B
1
2
i u
∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
M∑
i=1
(
‖B 12i u‖2 − ‖C
1
2
i u‖2
)2
. (6.20)
In Section 6.3, we present an analytical approach for the derivation of {Qi}.
6.3 Proposed Optimization Framework
We now propose an efficient iterative optimization framework based on a separate
optimization of the objective of P4 and P3 over its partitions of variables u, {Qi}, q,
and {ti}, at each iteration where the iterations can be initiated from any arbitrary
setting.
6.3.1 Optimization w. r. t. u
Consider q, {Qi} and {ti} are fixed, then one can optimize P4 w. r. t. u via
maximizing the criterion:
−
K∑
i=1
‖B 12i u−QiC
1
2
i u‖2 = −uHRu (6.21)
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where
R =
K∑
i=1
{
(Bi + Ci)− (B
1
2
i QiC
1
2
i + C
1
2
i QHi B
1
2
i )
}
.
In general, matrix −R is not PSD. However by diagonal loading (DL), one can
make it PSD. Let us define diagonally loaded PD matrix R̂ , −R + µI with
µ > 0 being larger than the minimum eigenvalue of −R. One choice for µ can be
Frobenius norm of matrix R, µ = ‖R‖F . Due to the fact that ‖u‖2 = 1, DL will
not change the solution of the optimization problem since it only adds a constant
to the objective function:
uHR̂u = −uHRu + µ (6.22)
in which µ is constant. Consequently, one can minimize (or decrease monotonically)
the criterion in (6.21) by maximizing (or increasing monotonically) the objective of
the following optimization problem:
max.
‖u‖2=1
uHR̂u . (6.23)
Problem (6.23) is very well-known in that its solution is given by the unit-norm
eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of R̂, which can be found effi-
ciently using power method iterations [106].
6.3.2 Tightening the Upper-Bound: Optimization w. r. t. {Qi}
We define wi and vi for notational simplicity as,
wi = B
1
2
i u,
vi = C
1
2
i u,
(6.24)
Then, the penalty term in P3 can be rewritten as
M∑
i=1
(‖wi‖ − ‖vi‖)2 . (6.25)
Using the following Lemma, we provide an upper-bound for this penalty term.
Lemma 1. For any wi ∈ CN , vi ∈ CN and Qi ∈ CN×N with ‖Qi‖F ≤ 1, we have
‖wi‖ − ‖vi‖ ≤ ‖wi −Qivi‖. (6.26)
Proof. We prove it in two steps:
1. We first show that ‖wi‖ − ‖vi‖ ≤ ‖wi‖ − ‖Qivi‖.
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2. Then we show that ‖wi‖ − ‖Qivi‖ ≤ ‖wi −Qivi‖
Note that the second step is a direct result of backward triangle inequality and does
not need to be proved. Note that we can extend ‖Qivi‖2 as,
‖Qivi‖2 = vHi QHi Qivi = Tr(QHi QivivHi ). (6.27)
As QHi Qi and vivHi are PSD, we have,
Tr(QHi QivivHi ) ≤ Tr(QHi Qi)Tr(vivHi ) ≤ Tr(vivHi ). (6.28)
The last inequality in (6.28) is result of the fact that ‖Qi‖F ≤ 1 is equivalent to
Tr(QHi Qi) ≤ 1. From (6.28), we conclude that ‖Qivi‖2 ≤ ‖vi‖2 or equivalently
‖Qivi‖ ≤ ‖vi‖. Finally, this leads to
‖wi‖ − ‖vi‖ ≤ ‖wi‖ − ‖Qivi‖, (6.29)
which concludes the proof.
Considering above lemma, it is straightforward to verify that
M∑
i=1
(‖wi‖ − ‖vi‖)2 ≤
M∑
i=1
‖wi −Qivi‖2. (6.30)
As mentioned in Section 6.2, optimal {Qi} should satisfy (6.30) with equality.
Hence, given u, p and {ti}, we must have
‖wi‖ − ‖vi‖ =

+ min
‖Qi‖F≤1
‖wi −Qivi‖ if ‖wi‖ ≥ ‖vi‖
− min
‖Qi‖F≤1
‖wi −Qivi‖ if ‖wi‖ < ‖vi‖
(6.31)
Now, the question to be addressed is finding optimal {Qi}. The typical method to
find Qi is to solve the optimization problem stated in (6.31). Interestingly, we show
that in fact it is not necessary to numerically tackle such an optimization problem
to find optimal {Qi}. Recall the optimality condition of Qi in (7.12), which may
be written as,
Qivi =
( ‖vi‖
‖wi‖
)
wi . (6.32)
Note that (6.32) can be recast as,
Qivi =
wi‖vi‖2
‖wi‖‖vi‖ =
wivHi
‖wi‖‖vi‖vi . (6.33)
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Thus, the optimal Qi = Q?i of P4 is immediately given by
Q?i =
wivHi
‖wi‖‖vi‖ . (6.34)
It is straightforward to verify that Q?i of (6.34) satisfies (6.31) and ‖Q?i ‖F = 1. Note
that given u, q and {ti}, calculation of Q?i is not demanding from a computational
point of view.
6.3.3 Optimization w. r. t. q
Now, assume that u, {Qi} and {ti} are given. Considering P3, the minimization
w. r. t. q can be handled by the following optimization problem:
max.
q
q − η
M∑
i=1
(
αi − ‖C
1
2
i u‖
)2
, (6.35)
where αi = ‖B
1
2
i u‖ is given for i ∈ [M ]. We recall form (6.14) that
Ci = A−i + (q + t−i )I (6.36)
is a function of q. Since A−i is a PSD matrix, it may be characterized by its
eigen-value decomposition A−i = ViΛiVHi where Vi is a unitary matrix and Λi
is a diagonal matrix formed from the eigenvalues of A−i . As a result, C
1
2
i can be
written as,
C
1
2
i = Vi
(
Λi + (q + t−i )I
) 1
2 VHi . (6.37)
Since multiplication with a unitary matrix does not change the `2-norm, we have
that
‖C 12i u‖ = ‖
(
Λi + (q + t−i )I
) 1
2 VHi u‖ (6.38)
=
(
M∑
k=1
|ai(k)|2
(
λi(k) + q + t−i
)) 12
(6.39)
=
(
bi + q + t−i
) 1
2 ,
where ai = VHi u, λi is a vector formed from diagonal elements of Λi (λi = diag(Λi))
or equivalently from the eigenvalues of A−i , and
bi =
M∑
k=1
|ai(k)|2λi(k). (6.40)
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In (6.42), we have used the fact that
M∑
k=1
|ai(k)|2 = ‖ai‖2 = 1. (6.41)
The objective function of (6.35) now can be expanded as
f(q) = q − η
M∑
i=1
(
α2i + bi + q + t−i − 2αi
(
bi + q + t−i
) 1
2
)
. (6.42)
By looking over its second derivative of f(p), one can readily observe that f(q) is
a concave function. The first and the second derivative of f(q) is given by
f ′(q) = 1− η
M∑
i=1
(
1− αi
(
bi + q + t−i
)− 12) , (6.43)
f ′′(q) = −η
M∑
i=1
αi
2
(
bi + q + t−i
)− 32 . (6.44)
Since q, αi, bi and η have positive values, we can conclude that f ′′(q) < 0. This
means that −f(q) is a convex function and we can use numerical methods like
gradient descent algorithm to find the global optimum q?.
6.3.4 Optimization w. r. t. ti
Assuming u and q are known, the values of {ti} minimizing P3 and P4 can be
calculated by using (6.8), that implies
ti = q − uHAiu . (6.45)
However, it should be noted that at the optimal point, following conditions need
to be satisfied for all i ∈ [M ],
0Ci ti (6.46)
otherwise it means that constraint in (6.6) is not satisfied and optimization problem
P1 is not feasible. When the constraints (6.46) is imposed, the optimal feasible
solution in each iteration can be found by,
ti =
{
ti if (6.46) is satisfied
0 if (6.46) is not satisfied
(6.47)
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6.4 Application to Multigroup Multicast Beamforming
Consider the general multigroup multicast beamforming problem [48] for a downlink
channel, with a nTx-antenna transmitter and K single-antenna users assigned to
G ≤ K multicast groups. We denote the subset of user indices in the kth group by
Gk for any k ∈ [G]. Let hi ∈ CnTx denote the channel between the transmit antennas
and the ith user. Also let wk ∈ CnTx denote the beamforming vector corresponding
to the kth group, k ∈ [G], multicast group of users. The beamformed vector to
kth group takes the form wksk with E[|sk|2] = 1 where sk is the symbol to be
transmitted. The beamforming vectors are to be designed in order to enhance the
network performance. In particular, the SINR value for any user i ∈ Gk (and any
k ∈ [G]) is given by [48],
SINRi =
wHk Riwk(∑
j∈[G]\{k}wHj Riwj
)
+ σ2i
, (6.48)
where Ri = E{hihHi } is the covariance matrix of the ith channel, σ2i denotes the
variance of the zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
Consequently, the problem of minimizing total transmit power subject to con-
straints on user SINR performance in the network can be formulated as [47,48],
min .
{wk}Gk=1
G∑
k=1
‖wk‖22
s. t. SINRi ≥ γi , i ∈ [K] (6.49)
Note that by a specific reformulation, the SINR metric in (7.41) can be rewritten as
a quadratic criterion. To see this, define the stacked beamforming vector w ∈ CN
(with N = nTxG) as,
w , vec([w1 w2 · · · wG]), (6.50)
and R̂i and R˜i as
R̂i , diag (ej)⊗Ri, ∀ i ∈ [K], i ∈ Gj (6.51)
R˜i , (IG − diag (ej))⊗Ri, ∀ i ∈ [K], i ∈ Gj (6.52)
in which {R̂i} and {R˜i} are PSD matrices. It can be easily verified that
SINRi =
wHR̂iw
wHR˜iw + σ2i
, ∀ i ∈ [K]. (6.53)
As a result, the SINR constraint in (7.42) can be rewritten as,
wHR̂iw− γiwHR˜iw ≥ γiσ2i , (6.54)
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or equivalently as wHRiw ≥ 1, where Ri is given by,
Ri =
1
γiσ2i
(
R̂i − γiR˜i
)
. (6.55)
The beamforming design problem for minimizing total transmit power with SINR
constraint can thus be formulated as,
min .
w
‖w‖2 ,
s. t. wHRiw ≥ 1, ∀i ∈ [K]. (6.56)
Note that this formulation can also be used to solve physical-layer multicasting and
traditional multiuser transmit beamforming problems; see [49] and [47] for details.
6.5 Numerical Results and Discussion
In this section, a brief numerical example is provided to investigate the performance
of the proposed method. To this end, we consider a multigroup multicast beam-
forming scenario with G = 3, nTx = 4 and K = 15 single-antenna users. We assume
γi = 1 for all users. The entries of the channel vectors hi are drawn from an i. i.
d. complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean, with a variance set to 10. The
Gaussian noise components received at each user antenna are assumed to have unit
variance, i.e. σ2i = 1 for all i ∈ [K]. We stop the optimization iterations whenever
the objective decrease becomes bounded by 10−5 or number of iterations goes be-
yond 1000. Figure 6.1 shows the transition of objective function of P3 (equivalent
to P4), with η = 10 in different iterations. It also shows the values of p in different
iterations. It can be observed that objective function is monotonically decreasing.
The difference between p and the objective of P3 denotes the penalty term of P3.
Since η = 10 the penalty term might not be exactly zero, therefore resulted SINR
for users, γˆi, might be slightly less than targeted γi. In this case, one can readily
find the feasible beamforming vector w by simply scaling it. The results leading to
Figure 6.1 was obtained in 2.5 seconds on a standard PC, while SDR followed by
a randomization step (with 1000 realizations) took 3.5 seconds. Also our approach
resulted in p? = 1.22 while SDR achieved p?SDR = 1.37. Note that the lower bound
for p? achieved by SDR (corresponding to high-rank solution) was p?LB = 1.16.
6.6 Summary
An iterative approach is proposed to solve the nonconvex QCQP. Each iteration of
the proposed method requires solving the subproblems which are accomplished by
computationally efficient steps. The multigroup multicast beamforming problem is
formulated as nonconvex QCQP and solved using the proposed method. Numerical
results showed the proposed approach is computationally efficient and has good
performance
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Figure 6.1. Transition of the objective function P3 and parameter p vs. iteration
number when weights of the penalty-term, η, is set to 10.

Chapter 7
A Max-Min Fractional Quadratic
Programming Framework with Applications
in Signal Processing
7.1 Introduction
Maximizing the minimal performance is a widely used proactive approach to achieve
fairness [48, 49, 66–72], or robustness [45, 107–112] in systems requiring advanced
signal processing. On the other hand, many of such applications share a similar
structure of the performance metric; namely, a variety of quality metrics for signal
design, including e.g. signal-to-noise (plus interference) ratio (SINR) and mean-
square error (MSE), can be represented as a fraction of quadratic functions of the
signal to be designed—several examples will be presented shortly in Section 7.4.
The goal of this chapter is therefore to study and propose an efficient approach to
signal design dealing with the following NP-hard [48,49] optimization problem:
P1 : max.w mini∈[K]
{
wHAiw
wHBiw
}
s. t. w ∈ Ω (7.1)
where w ∈ CN is the signal to be designed, Ai ∈ CN×N and Bi ∈ CN×N are
positive semidefinite (PSD) matrices and Ω is the feasible set of the problem which
is determined by the constraint on the signal w.
7.1.1 Preliminaries and Related Problems
In order to study P1 the following preliminaries appear to be necessary:
1. The objective of P1 and its optima (values) are independent to a scaling of
w. As a result, we can readily assume that w has a given l2-norm. More
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precisely, in the sequel we assume that ‖w‖22 = P . Such an assumption can
be used conveniently along with other signal constraints used in practice—
see the discussion on signal constraints below (7.18).
2. The objective of P1 is upper bounded via the generalized eigenvalue bound,
viz.
wHAiw
wHBiw
≤ σmax
{
B−1i Ai
}
, ∀ w 6= 0, (7.2)
which due to max-min inequality [59] implies
max
w
{
min
i∈[K]
{
wHAiw
wHBiw
}}
≤ min
i∈[K]
{
max
w
{
wHAiw
wHBiw
}}
≤ min
i∈[K]
{
σmax
{
B−1i Ai
}}
. (7.3)
As a consequence of (7.3), any optimization approach that can yield a mono-
tonically increasing sequence of the objective of P1 is convergent.
There are several interesting problems that have strong connections to P1; and
thus tackling P1 may hold the key to approaching them. We discuss these problems
below.
• Min-Max problems:
Proposed algorithm can also be used to solve min-max problem,
min.
w
max
i∈[K]
{
wHAiw
wHBiw
}
s. t. w ∈ Ω . (7.4)
Equivalently, this problem can be written as a max-min formulation as
max.
w
min
i∈[K]
{
wHBiw
wHAiw
}
s. t. w ∈ Ω . (7.5)
• Quadratic form problems:
Another related optimization problem is quadratic form problems as,
max.
w
min
i∈[K]
{
wHAiw
}
s. t. w ∈ Ω , (7.6)
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7.2 The Max-Min Optimization Framework
We begin by considering a reformulated version of P1; namely,
P2 : max.w mini∈[K] {λi}
s. t. w ∈ Ω , (7.7)
λi =
wHAiw
wHBiw
, ∀ i ∈ [K]. (7.8)
Note that (7.8) holds if and only if ‖A 12i w‖22 = λi‖B
1
2
i w‖22, or equivalently ‖A
1
2
i w‖2 =√
λi‖B
1
2
i w‖2. In particular, the LHS of (7.8) is close to the RHS of (7.8) if and only
if ‖A 12i w‖2 is close to
√
λi‖B
1
2
i w‖2. Therefore, by employing the auxiliary variables
{λi}, one can consider the following optimization problem as an alternative to P2
(and P1):
P3 : max.
w,{λi}
min
i∈[K]
{λi} − η
K∑
i=1
(‖A 12i w‖2 −
√
λi‖B
1
2
i w‖2)2
s. t. w ∈ Ω ; λi ≥ 0, ∀ i ∈ [K]; (7.9)
in which η > 0 determines the weight of the penalty-term added to the original
objective of P2; and where P3 and P2 coincide as η → +∞. Note that optimizing
P3 w. r. t. w may require rewriting P3 as a quartic objective in w. To circumvent
this, we continue by introducing P4—yet another alternative objective:
P4 : max.
w,{λi},{Qi}
min
i∈[K]
{λi} − η
K∑
i=1
‖A 12i w−
√
λiQiB
1
2
i w‖22
s. t. w ∈ Ω , λi ≥ 0, ∀ i ∈ [K]; (7.10)
‖Qi‖F ≤ 1, ∀ i ∈ [K]. (7.11)
To see why P4 and P3 are equivalent, observe that the minimizer Qi of P4 (satisfying
(7.11), also known as Steifel manifold [113–115]) is a similar matrix to the one
introduced in Chapter 6. More precisely, at the minimizer Qi of P4, we have that
QiB
1
2
i w =
(
A
1
2
i w
‖A 12i w‖2
)
‖B 12i w‖2. (7.12)
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Using (7.12), it is straightforward to verify that
K∑
i=1
‖A 12i w−
√
λiQiB
1
2
i w‖22 (7.13)
=
K∑
i=1
∥∥∥∥∥A 12i w−√λi
(
A
1
2
i w
‖A 12i w‖2
)
‖B 12i w‖2
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
=
K∑
i=1
(∥∥∥A 12i w∥∥∥2 −√λi ∥∥∥B 12i w∥∥∥2)2
which concludes the proof.
In contrast to P3, the optimization problem P4 can be easily rewritten as a
quadratic program (QP) in w; a widely studied type of program that facilitates
the usage of power method-like iterations, and thus employing different signal con-
straints Ω—more on this later. Note that, until now, we have shown that
• P1 and P2 are equivalent.
• P3 and P4 are equivalent.
• P3 and P4 can be used as alternatives to the original problem, i.e. P1.
In the following, our goal is to
- propose an efficient iterative optimization framework based on a separate
optimization of the objective of P4 over its three partition of variables, viz.
w, {Qi}, and {λi}, and in particular,
- study the properties of P4 to pave the way for an effective usage of our
proposed framework in tackling fractional quadratic programs.
We note that considering P3 can also be useful in such a study, as P3 may be viewed
as a simplified version of P4, in which the objective is already optimized w. r. t.
{Qi}.
7.2.1 Power Method-Like Iterations (Optimization w. r. t. w)
For fixed {Qi} and {λi}, one can optimize P4 w. r. t . w via minimizing the
criterion:
K∑
i=1
‖A 12i w−
√
λiQiB
1
2
i w‖22 = wHRw (7.14)
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where
R =
K∑
i=1
{
(Ai + λiBi)−
√
λi(A
1
2
i QiB
1
2
i + B
1
2
i QHi A
1
2
i )
}
. (7.15)
Due to the fact that Ω enforces a fixed `2-norm on w (i.e. ‖w‖22 = N), by defining
Rˆ , µI−R (in which µ > 0 is larger than the maximum eigenvalue of R), we have
that
wHRw = −wHRˆw + µN︸︷︷︸
const.
. (7.16)
Consequently, one can minimize (or decrease monotonically) the criterion in (7.14)
by maximizing (or increasing monotonically) the objective of the following opti-
mization problem:
max.
w
wHRˆw (7.17)
s. t. w ∈ Ω.
Although (7.17) is NP-hard for a general signal constraint set [74, 105], a mono-
tonically increasing objective of (7.17) can be obtained using power method-like
iterations developed in [105], and [120]; namely, we update w iteratively by solving
the following nearest-vector problem at each iteration:
min
w(s+1)
∥∥∥w(s+1) − Rˆw(s)∥∥∥
2
(7.18)
s. t. w(s+1) ∈ Ω,
where s denotes the internal iteration number, and w(0) is the current value of w.
Note that we can continue updating w until convergence in the objective of (7.17),
or for a fixed number of steps, say S.
Now, we take a deeper look at various signal constraints Ω typically used in
practice, as well as their associated constrained solutions to (7.18):
• Total-power constraint: Note that the energy of designed signals should always
be upper bounded in practice, which can be formulated as a total-power constraint,
viz.
Ω = {w : ‖w‖22 = P}, P > 0. (7.19)
In this case, the set of power method-like iterations in (7.18) boils down to a
typical power method aiming to find the dominant eigenvector of Rˆ, however with
an additional scaling to attain a power of P .
• Per-antenna power constraint: Power management per antenna avoids an
uneven (and most likely hazardous) distribution of power over the antenna array,
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and is shown to be more effective than total-power constraint in some applications;
see e.g. [122]. We consider K antennas each with a power of Pant, and assume that
M = N/K entries of w are devoted to each antenna. As a result, we can solve
(7.18) by considering the nearest-vector problem for sub-vectors associated with
each antenna separately—i.e., K nearest-vector problems all with vector arguments
of length M .
• Unimodular signal design: Unimodular codes are widely used in many radar
and communication applications due to their low peak-to-average-power ratio [105,
123]. The set of unimodular codes is defined as
Ω =
{
ejϕ : ϕ ∈ [0, 2pi)}N . (7.20)
Moreover, the unimodular solution to (7.18) is simply given by
w(s+1) = exp
(
j arg
(
Rˆw(s)
))
. (7.21)
• Discrete-phase signal design: Such signals share the low peak-to-average-
power ratio property of unimodular signals, and at the same time, offer a reduced
implementation complexity due to their discrete/finite nature [123,124]. We define
the set of discrete-phase signals as
Ω =
{
ej
2pi
Q q : q = 0, 1, · · · , Q− 1
}N
(7.22)
where Q denotes the phase quantization level. The discrete-phase solution to (7.18)
is given by
w(s+1) = exp
(
jµQ
(
arg
(
Rˆw(s)
)))
(7.23)
where µQ(.) yields (for each entry of the vector argument) the closest element in
the Q-ary alphabet described in (7.22).
We refer the interested reader to find more details on the properties of power
method-like iterations in [105]- [121].
7.2.2 Optimization w. r. t. {Qi}
Suppose w and {λi} are fixed. As mentioned earlier, the minimizer Qi of P4 can
be calculated by the method discussed in Section 6.3.2. Let{
xi = A
1
2
i w / ‖A
1
2
i w‖2,
yi = B
1
2
i w / ‖B
1
2
i w‖2.
(7.24)
Then the optimal Qi can be found as,
Q?i =
xiyHi
‖xi‖‖yi‖ . (7.25)
Please refer to Section 6.3.2 for more details.
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7.2.3 Grab-n-Pull (Optimization w. r. t. {λi})
Note that according to (7.13), once the optimal {Qi} is used, the objectives of P3
and P4 can be considered interchangeably. We assume that optimal w and {Qi}
are obtained according to the ideas described in sub-sections (7.2.1) and (7.2.2),
respectively, and are fixed. Therefore, to find {λi}, we can equivalently focus on
obtaining the maximizer {λi} of P3 via the optimization problem:
Λ : max.
{λi}
min
i∈[K]
{λi} − η
K∑
i=1
(‖A 12i w‖2 −
√
λi‖B
1
2
i w‖2)2
s. t. λi ≥ 0, ∀ i ∈ [K]. (7.26)
Definition 1. Let {λ?i } denote the optimal {λi} of Λ, and λ? , mini∈[K] {λ?i }.
We let Υ to denote the set of all indices m for which λ?m takes the minimal value
among all {λ?i }, i.e.
Υ = {m ∈ [K] : λ?m = λ?} . (7.27)
Moreover, we refer to γ2i , ‖A
1
2
i w‖22 / ‖B
1
2
i w‖22 as the shadow value of λ?i , for all
i ∈ [K].
It is straightforward to verify from the objective of (7.26) that if λ?i > λ? ∈ Υ,
then λ?i = γ2i . On the other hand, to obtain λ?, we need to maximize the criterion:
f(λ) = λ− η
∑
k∈Υ
(
‖A 12kw‖2 −
√
λ ‖B 12kw‖2
)2
. (7.28)
Provided that η is large enough (see Section 7.3), the optimal λ? of the quadratic
criterion in (7.28) is given by
√
λ? =
η
∑
k∈Υ αkβk
η
∑
k∈Υ β
2
k − 1
(7.29)
in which αk , ‖A
1
2
kw‖2, and βk , ‖B
1
2
kw‖2. It is interesting to have some insight
into what
√
λ? represents: Note that (7.29) can be rewritten as
√
λ? =
∑
k∈Υ γkβ
2
k∑
k∈Υ β
2
k − 1/η
. (7.30)
As a result,
√
λ? can be viewed as a weighted average of γk for k ∈ Υ—except that
the term −1/η in the denominator of (7.30) makes √λ? a bit larger than the actual
weighted average. However, for an increasing η,
√
λ? converges to the exact value
of the weighted average specified above.
Hereafter, we propose a recursive Grab-n-Pull procedure to fully determine Υ,
while we can obtain
√
λ? via (7.29). The proposed approach will make use of the
following observation:
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Table 7.1. Recursive Grab-n-Pull Procedure to Determine Υ
Step 0: Set Υ = ∅.
Step 1: Include 1 in Υ.
Remark: Based on Lemma 2, the primitive index 1 belongs to Υ,
as
√
λ? is always larger than γ1.
Step 2: Given the current index set of minimal variables Υ,
obtain
√
λ? using (7.29).
Remark: Note that if
√
λ? is smaller than γk for all k ∈ [K]\Υ
then the obtained Υ is optimal, as all λk with k ∈ [K]\Υ have
chosen their values freely to maximize the objective of (7.26);
as a result, adding other indices to Υ will lead to a decreased
objective of (7.26).
Step 3: Let {h} ⊂ [K] denote the indices for which h /∈ Υ. If
γh ≤
√
λ?, include h in Υ. Goto Step 2.
Remark: This is a direct consequence of Lemma 2, particularly
considering that
√
λ? is only increasing with growing |Υ|, which
corresponds to adding larger γis to the weighted sum in (7.30).
Lemma 2. if γ2i < λ? ∈ Υ for any i ∈ [K], then i ∈ Υ.
Proof. The inequality γ2i < λ? implies that λ?i 6= γ2i . Considering the discussion
above (7.28), one can conclude that λ?i ≤ λ?, which due to the definition of λ?
yields λ?i = λ?. Hence, the proof is complete.
Without loss of generality, and for the sake of simplicity, we assume in the sequel
that the matrix pairs {(Ai,Bi)} are sorted in such a way to form the ascending
order:
γ1 ≤ γ2 ≤ · · · ≤ γK . (7.31)
The Grab-n-Pull approach is described in Table 7.1. Moreover, an illustration of
the method is depicted in Fig. 1. The name of the method, i.e. Grab-n-Pull, comes
from the intuition that the method grabs and pulls the lowest values of {λi} to a
level which is suitable for optimization of the alternative objectives, while achieving
equality, at least for the lowest λis.
Finally, our optimization framework based on maximizing the objective of P4
over w, {Qi}, and {λi} is summarized using a flowchart in Fig. 2. Note that, due
to the key role of Grab-n-Pull procedure in the proposed optimization framework,
we also use the term Grab-n-Pull when referring to the general framework. In the
following section, we study different criteria in choosing a suitable η, as well as,
various interesting aspects tied to the proposed framework.
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Figure 7.1. An illustration of the Grab-n-Pull procedure. The approach reaches
the optimal values of {λi} when λ? < γ23 , which sets Υ = {1, 2}.
7.3 Grab-n-Pull: Settings and Discussions
To perform a suitable selection of η, one should note that unlike the objective of
the original problem P1, choosing η may be sensitive not only to {Ak} and {Bk},
but also to the power, or a scaling of the signal w. This can be observed easily from
the penalty terms in P3 and P4 where a scaling of w can be fully compensated via
a corresponding scaling in η.
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Initialization
w, {λi}, {Qi}
Power Method-
Like Iterations
Rotation
Aided Fitting
Grab-n-Pull incr. in f(λ) < ǫ0 Stop
w {Qi} {λi}
Now, {λi},{Qi} as input for next iteration
Yes
Figure 7.2. Flowchart of the proposed algorithm
7.3.1 Lower Bound on η—with Connections to Convergence
We begin our study from f(λ) in (7.28). In particular, by defining αk and βk as in
(7.29), f(λ) can be written as
f(λ) = λ− η
∑
k∈Υ
(
α2k + λβ2k − 2
√
λαkβk
)
(7.32)
= λ
(
1− η
∑
k∈Υ
β2k
)
+ 2
√
λη
(∑
k∈Υ
αkβk
)
− η
∑
k∈Υ
α2k.
Note that the above quadratic function of
√
λ can be meaningfully maximized (with
a bounded solution) if and only if 1− η∑k∈Υ β2k < 0, or equivalently,
η >
(∑
k∈Υ
β2k
)−1
=
(
wH
(∑
k∈Υ
Bk
)
w
)−1
. (7.33)
In order to ensure the satisfaction of (7.33), one can choose the following conserva-
tive lower bound for η:
η > ηlb ,
1
P
(
max
i∈[K]
{
σ−1min(Bk)
})
. (7.34)
To see why Lemma 3 implies the convergence of our algorithm, observe that
different steps of the proposed framework lead to an increasing objective of P4
(and P3). To guarantee convergence in terms of the objective value, we only need
to show that the objective is bounded from above—a condition which will be met
by satisfying (7.34).
7.3.2 On the Penalty Coefficient: the Larger, the Better?
Although with a larger η one may expect a lower value of the penalty functions in
P3 and P4, a lower η can play a useful role in speeding up the algorithm. Remember
that, given the index set Υ, the maximizer of f(λ) is given by
√
λ? =
∑
k∈Υ γkβ
2
k∑
k∈Υ β
2
k − 1/η
. (7.35)
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As discussed earlier, for a finite η > 0,
√
λ? is larger than the below wighted sum
of {γk}k∈[K]:
(∑
k∈Υ
γkβ
2
k
)
/
(∑
k∈Υ
β2k
)
, (7.36)
which leads to the following bootstrapping effect.
Remark 2 (Bootstrapping Effect): For the sake of simplicity, assume Υ has a
cardinality of one (including solely a generic index k), and consider the associated
objective function of Λ:
f(λ) = λ− η
(
αk −
√
λβk
)2
(7.37)
The goal of employing the penalty function in (7.37) is for λ to be as close as
possible to its shadow value γ2k = α2k/β2k = (wHAkw)/(wHBkw). Note that:
(a) For a finite η > 0, the maximizer λ? of f(λ) is larger than γ2k:
λ? = (β2k / (β2k − 1/η)) γ2k. (7.38)
(b) Only the penalty term of (7.37) is variable with w. In particular, for a fixed
λ, optimization w. r. t. w will be performed to achieve a γ2k as close as
possible to λ?.
(c) Then, thanks to (a), λ? will be chosen to be larger than the current value of
γ2k, and the same phenomenon persists by continuing with (b).
In sum, an increased γ2k will lead to an increased λ?, and an increased λ? will
lead to an increased γ2k, until convergence. It is worth noting that a similar behavior
occurs for |Υ| > 1. 
Now observe that while the bootstrapping effect occurs for any finite η > 0
satisfying (7.34), the penalty coefficient η can be viewed as a tuning parameter for
the speed of the algorithm. Specifically, one can easily see that if η is large, λ? will be
slightly greater than the weighted average of {γ2k}k∈Υ, whereas for smaller values of
η, the bounces from the weighted average are much larger—and the bootstrapping
process can occur much quicker. In a related observation, one can also verify that
the choice of η affects the cardinality of Υ. By evaluating f(λ) at its maximizer λ?
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(see (7.35)) we obtain
f(λ?) = η
(
η
(∑
k∈Υ αkβk
)2
η
∑
k∈Υ β
2
k − 1
−
∑
k∈Υ
α2k
)
(7.39)
=
((∑
k∈Υ
β2k
)
− 1/η
)−1
× (7.40)
∑
k∈Υ
α2k + η

(∑
k∈Υ
αkβk
)2
−
(∑
k∈Υ
β2k
)(∑
k∈Υ
α2k
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(∗)

 .
Note that, according to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (∗) is always less than or
equal to zero. Also, the equality is attained only if all {γk}k∈Υ are identical, or
|Υ| = 1. As a result, we can conclude that for sufficiently large values of η, a pair
(Υ, λ?) can serve as a solution to Λ only if |Υ| is kept to its minimum, given by the
number of minimal {γk} which are also identical. This implies that at the initial
iterations of the method when {γk} are most likely to be distinct, we should have
|Υ| = 1; this can cause difficulty combined with the fact that a large η requires
λ? to take many small steps while moving away from γ21 and reaching other {γk},
and thus increasing |Υ| (assuming the ordering in (7.31)). We should add that the
Grab-n-Pull procedure is most useful when |Υ| > 1, or equivalently when η is not
very large.
We conclude this section by discussing the trade-off originated from the selec-
tion of η, namely the question of a higher convergence speed vs. a smaller value
of the penalty functions in P3 and P4. To devise a reasonable approach to this
trade-off, we consider the following insight: While we can tackle P1 by blindly
increasing all the fractions in the max−min structure, P3 and P4 suggest an al-
ternative approach by employing the auxiliary variables {λi}. The role of {λi} is
to determine the increasing levels {(wHAkw)/(wHBkw)} should converge to, and
the optimization w. r. t. w will be performed such that {(wHAkw)/(wHBkw)}
can get close to those levels. Consequently, putting less focus on small values of the
penalty functions specified above, only makes the proposed method closer to the
blind approach—while leaving us with the interesting advantages of the proposed
framework including the quadratic nature of the objective, efficiency, and possibility
of working with various signal constraints.
7.4 Application: Precoding for Fairness-Achieving Networks:
In this part, an examples from signal processing applications id described that
require tackling P1.
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A common interpretation of fairness in the networks entails allocating the avail-
able resources in order to maximize the minimal user performance [48,49,66–72]. In
such scenarios, a judicious design of the precoding signals for different users can be
viewed as a vital part of the network configuration. We consider the general multi-
group multicast precoding problem [48] for a downlink channel, with a nTx-antenna
transmitter and K single-antenna users assigned to G ≤ K multicast groups. We
denote the subset of user indices in the kth group by Gk for any k ∈ [G]. Let
hi ∈ CnTx denote the channel between the transmit antennas and the ith user.
Also let wk ∈ CnTx denote the precoding vector corresponding to the kth, k ∈ [G],
multicast group of users. To form the data stream to the users, any complex symbol
to be transmitted, will be modulated by the precoding vector of the intended group
of users. The precoding vectors are to be designed in order to enhance the network
performance. In particular, the SINR value for any user i ∈ Gk (and any k ∈ [G])
is given by [47,48]
SINRi =
wHk Riwk(∑
j∈[G]\{k}wHj Riwj
)
+ σ2i
, (7.41)
where Ri = E{hihHi } is the covariance matrix of the ith channel, σ2i denotes the
variance of the zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
Consequently, the problem of maximizing the minimal user SINR performance
in the network can be formulated as [48],
max .
{wk}Gk=1
min
k∈[G]
 mini∈Gk
 wHk Riwk(∑
j∈[G]\{k}wHj Riwj
)
+ σ2i


s. t.
G∑
k=1
‖wk‖22 ≤ P. (7.42)
Note that by a specific reformulation, the SINR metric in (7.41) can be rewritten
as a fractional quadratic criterion. To see this, define the stacked precoding vector
w ∈ CN (with N = nTxG) as
w , vec([w1 w2 · · · wG]), (7.43)
and observe that (7.41) will increase for any increased scaling of w. As a result,
any finite-energy constraint on w while maximizing {SINRi} will be active, i.e. it
will be satisfied with equality. Accordingly, we have ‖w‖22 = P , and let
Ai , Ri ⊗ diag (ei) , ∀ i ∈ [K], (7.44)
Bi , Ri ⊗ (IK − diag (ei)) + σ
2
i
P
IN , ∀ i ∈ [K], (7.45)
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where diag (.) denotes the diagonal matrix formed by the entries of the vector
argument, ⊗ stands for the Kronecker product of matrices, and ei is the the ith
standard basis vector in CK . Now, it is not difficult to verify that
SINRi =
wHAiw
wHBiw
, ∀ i ∈ [K], (7.46)
in which {Ai} are positive semidefinite (PSD) and {Bi} are positive definite (PD).
As a result, the precoding design problem for maximizing the minimal user SINR
performance can be formulated as P1. Note that P1 may also be used to formulate
the weighted SINR optimization problems; see [48,66,67] for details.
7.5 Numerical Examples
In this section, we provide several numerical examples to investigate the perfor-
mance of the proposed method (performing the optimization w. r. t. all variables
at each iteration). We first study the impact of choosing η on the performance of
the proposed algorithm. We then compare GnP with SDR in terms of run-time
and accuracy of approximate solutions. At the end, we provide an application-
driven example where the GnP algorithm is used to tackle a network beamforming
problem.
In all examples, we stop the optimization iterations whenever the increase in
the objective becomes smaller than 0 = 10−6. Recall from Definition 1 that, at
the optimal point, λ? = min{λi},∀i ∈ [K] and we define γ? = min{γi},∀i ∈ [K]
where γi is the shadow value defined in Definition 1.
For numerical evaluations, random PSD matrices {Ai} and {Bi} are generated
using the formula, unless otherwise stated,
Ai = XiXHi , Bi = YiYHi , ∀i ∈ K, (7.47)
where Xi and Yi are random matrices in CN×N whose elements are i.i.d. circularly
symmetric zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables with variance σ2 = 1.
7.5.1 Impact of Penalty Coefficient (η)
In section 7.3.2, impact of η on the performance of the optimization algorithm was
discussed. Here, we provide an example to illustrate its impact clearly. We consider
a scenario where K = 5, N = 5 and ‖w‖22 = 1. A random realization of Ai and
Bi, ∀i ∈ [K], are generated according to (7.47) and optimization problem P3 and
P4 are solved for different η. Transition of parameters {γi} and {λi} are shown in
Fig. 7.4 for η = 1 and η = 10.
Note that while the shadow values {γi} represent the value of the fractional
quadratic terms in the original objective P1, the auxiliary variables {λi} tend to
be as close as possible to {γi} depending on the weight (η) of the penalty-terms in
P3 and P4. In Fig. 7.4, we present the transition of variables {γi} and {λi} vs. the
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Figure 7.3. Transition of the optimization parameters (distinguished by colors and
line-styles) vs. the iteration number for different weights (η) of the penalty-term in
P3 and P4: (a) η = 1, and (b) η = 10.
iteration number for two different settings of η; namely η = 1 and η = 10. Although
with a larger η one may expect a lower value of the penalty functions in P3 and P4,
a lower η can play a useful role in speeding up the algorithm. Specifically, one can
easily see that if η is large, the value λ? in (7.30) will be slightly greater than the
weighted average of {γk}k∈Υ, whereas for smaller values of η, the bounces from the
weighted average are much larger—and the convergence can occur much quicker.
This phenomenon can also be observed in Fig. 7.4, noting that the aforementioned
values of η are chosen to accentuate the trade-off originated from the selection of
η.
7.5.2 Comparison with SDR
In order to examine the performance of the proposed method, we compare it with
well known SDR method. Considering the total power constraint on the signal,
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Figure 7.4. Transition of the optimization parameters (distinguished by colors and
line-styles) vs. the iteration number for different weights (η) of the penalty-term in
P3 and P4: (a) η = 1, and (b) η = 10.
‖w‖22 = 1, P1 can be equivalently reformulated as,
R1 : max .W mini∈[K]
{
Tr (AiW)
Tr (BiW)
}
s. t. Tr (W) = 1 ,W  0 , rank(W) = 1, (7.48)
where W = wwH . Relaxing the rank-one constraint and noting that objective
function is quasi-concave, we can write the corresponding feasibility problem as
follows,
R2 : find W
s. t. Tr (AiW)Tr (BiW)
≥ υ , ∀i ∈ [K],
Tr (W) = 1 ,W  0 . (7.49)
An optimal value of υ can be found using bisection method. We stop the bisection
iteration whenever increment in υ become bounded by 10−5. Note that R2 along
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Table 7.2. Comparison of the performance of GnP and SDR for 100 random
realization of {Ai} and {Bi} and N = 5. Impact of setting different values for η is
also reported.
K η Average
γ?
Average
γ?/υSDR
Average
γ?/υ?SDR
Average
GnP CPU
time (sec)
Average
SDR time
/ Average
GnP time
5
1 1.9469 0.93 0.9151 0.3702 17.5705
10 2.0919 0.99 0.9817 3.7486 1.8347
20 2.0938 1.00 0.9832 6.3256 1.0472
0.5/10/1000 2.0973 1.00 0.9856 1.1956 5.5039
10
1 1.2742 1.06 0.9047 2.1583 3.3803
10 1.2977 1.08 0.9210 13.839 0.5178
20 1.3062 1.09 0.9253 24.4918 0.2919
0.5/10/1000 1.3290 1.10 0.9419 2.2467 3.1937
15
1 1.0373 1.10 0.8688 3.8869 2.0509
10 1.0371 1.11 0.8688 33.454 0.2415
20 1.0376 1.10 0.8689 78.287 0.1082
0.5/10/1000 1.0707 1.13 0.8960 3.6262 2.1774
20
0.3 0.8470 1.09 0.7938 3.1084 2.9602
1 0.8876 1.13 0.8324 7.2756 1.2156
10 0.8796 1.14 0.8256 53.444 0.1658
20 0.8806 1.14 0.8253 79.958 0.1081
0.5/10/1000 0.8987 1.15 0.8429 5.4814 1.6111
with bisection procedure is equivalent to R1. For any given υ, R2 is a convex
optimization problem and can be solved using an standard solver such as CVX [73].
Let us denote the solution of R2 by W?. Due to the rank relaxation in R2, W? will
not, in general, be rank-one. In this case, the Gaussian randomization method [54,
74–76] is used to generate L candidates for optimal solution w?. Let us write the
eigen-decomposition of W? as W? = VΣVH . Then, the lth, l ∈ [L], candidate can
be generated as wl = VΣ1/2vl, where vl ∈ CN ∼ CN (0, I) [48]. Note that each wl
should be scaled in order to satisfy the constraint ‖wl‖22 = 1. We denote the best
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candidate by w?l and corresponding objective value by,
υSDR = min
i∈[K]
{
w?lAi(w?l )H
w?lBi(w?l )H
}
. (7.50)
In order to have fair comparison between our method and SDR approach, we stop
Gaussian randomization process whenever υSDR ≥ γ?. To avoid the infinite number
of randomizations, we also limit to L = 1000. We denote the upper-bound of the
objective function of R1 by,
υ?SDR = min
i∈[K]
{
Tr (AiW?)
Tr (BiW?)
}
. (7.51)
Having the upper-bound υ?SDR, we can use it to examine the goodness of the so-
lutions of our proposed optimization method. Table 7.2 presents the performance
comparison of GnP and SDR for 100 random realization of {Ai} and {Bi} with
N = 5 and a set of values for K and η. These results are obtained on a standard
PC with 4GB memory and 2.80GHz processor. It is interesting to note that in all
cases, i.e. for different K, there is an η where GnP algorithm outperform SDR in
both run-time and accuracy (average γ?/υSDR). As discussed earlier, increasing η
also increases the run-time of the GnP algorithm as can be seen in columns 6 and
7. However, it can be observed that by increasing η from 0.5 to 1000 in two steps,
fourth row for each K, the GnP algorithm outperforms the SDR considerably in
terms of run-time. It is worth mentioning that when number of constraints are
large, e.g. K = 20, even very small η = 0.3 can result in desirable performance.
To sum up, in general a relatively small η, in this example η ≈ 1, may provide
good performance in terms of approximate solutions and the run-time. Neverthe-
less, by starting with a small η and ending with very large η, one can make sure
that the GnP algorithm outperforms the SDR approach.
Table 7.3. Comparison of the performance of GnP and SDR for 300 random
realization of multi-group multicasting channel( N = 8, K = 12). Impact of setting
different values for η and P are also reported.
K η Average
γ?
Average
γ?/υSDR
Average
γ?/υ?SDR
Average
GnP CPU
time (sec)
Average
SDR time
/ Average
GnP time
12
1 0.3353 1.16 0.7796 1.4034 7.5013
10 0.3859 1.25 0.8827 8.7017 1.2139
0.5/10/1000 0.3740 1.21 0.8449 2.8303 3.6625
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7.5.3 Application in Multigroup Multicast Precoding
In this part, we will use GnP method to solve the Max-Min fair precoding problem
for a Multigroup Multicast scenario. In section 7.4, it was show that how this
problem can be formulated in P1 form. We consider a downlink transmitter with
nTx = 4 antennas, as well as K = 12 single-antenna users which are divided into
G = 2 multicast group of 6 users. The entries of the channel vectors hi are drawn
from an i.i.d. complex Gaussian distribution with zero-mean and unit-variance.
The Gaussian noise components received at each user antenna are assumed to have
unit variance, i.e. σ2i = 1 for all i ∈ [K]. We consider normalized total-power
constraint, P = 1, and stop the optimization iterations whenever the objective
increase becomes bounded by  = 10−6.
Table 7.3 summarizes the results of the Max-Min fair precoding design for 300
random realizations of multi-group multicasting channel. Average performance of
the GnP method for different η is compared with SDR method. It can be seen that
η = 10 leads to higher accuracy but increases the run time of the algorithm, while
increasing η in a few steps, i.e. η = 0.5/10/1000, provides a good balance between
the accuracy and run time that outperform SDR method in both criteria.
7.6 Summary
An optimization framework for efficient precoding/beamforming in fairness-achieving
networks was proposed. Thanks to a quadratic reformulation of the original prob-
lem, the proposed method can handle different signal constraints by employing
the power method-like iterations. Various aspects of the proposed approach were
studied.

Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Conclusions
In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, GW transmit diversity was studied for Q/V band
feeder link of the multibeam broadband satellite network. The novel aspects of
the proposed scheme are the association of GWs into switching pairs based on
ordered SNR. Also, considering a dynamic rain attenuation model, the effect of
performing switching based on the predicted rain attenuation values have been
studied. Expressions for key performance indicators − average outage probability
and switching rate− have been derived analytically providing insights into system
sizing especially on the relative effect of the number of idle and active GWs. An
interesting result is that larger clusters yield better performance for a given ratio
of idle and active GWs. It is further seen that an increase in switching threshold,
enhances achieved spectral efficiency, but at the cost of higher switching probability.
In Chapter 5, the impact of the phase uncertainty on the precoding was con-
sidered. This uncertainty was result of time-varying phase components and long
RTD, and was modelled as a random process. The constraints were imposed on the
availability and average SINR of the users to render the precoder robust to phase
variations. For each of these QoS requirements, probabilistic and expectation based
approaches to the design of the precoder were pursued leading to 4 different pre-
coder designs. The choice of different QoS requirements and different approaches
provide flexibility to the system designer. The resulting optimization problems
were formulated and solved using convex optimization techniques. Numerical eval-
uations illustrated the detrimental effect of phase uncertainty and vindicate the
need for robust designs by showing that the pursued designs achieve the required
QoS requirements.
Optimization techniques are vital tool for tackling many signal processing prob-
lems including precoder design problem. Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 introduced tech-
niques in order to tackle two NP-hard optimization problems: nonconvex QCQP
and Max-Min fractional quadratic programming. These optimization problems have
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many applications in signal processing domain including precoder design. The main
idea behind the proposed techniques was to transform the constrained problems to
unconstrained problems using specialized penalty method. The approximate so-
lutions to the equivalent unconstrained problems then were found by iteratively
solving the corresponding subproblems. Comparison with the widely used SDR
techniques verified the goodness of the proposed techniques.
8.2 Future Work
Several interesting topics have been identified for future extension of the research
activities resulted in this thesis which include,
• Optical feeder link: Optical feeder links are an attractive and revolutionary
alternative to the RF feeder links in SatCom for capacity expansion. This
solution has the following potential advantages with respect to RF links: (a)
Optical band has 100 to 1000 times more spectral bandwidth than all of RF
bands, (b) Optical bands have no frequency regulation constraints due to the
highly directive antennas, (c) With the feeder link moved to the optical band,
the spectrum released from the RF feeder link can be allocated to the user
links, which will be kept in the RF band and require relatively lower data rates
and low cost user terminals. However, there are also some key challenges asso-
ciated to the use of optical feeder links: (a) The main propagation impairment
in optical frequency band is the cloud coverage, which further motivates the
investigation of optical ground station (OGS) diversity techniques; (b) Cur-
rently, there is no technology mature enough for down-converting the optical
signal to RF signal transparently, which further imposes stringent require-
ments on the payload type (transparent vs. regenerative). These challenges
motivate a new research activity in optical feeder link design including new
channel model, OGS multiplexing and diversity schemes. It is worth men-
tioning that SnT is participating in ONSET project (Optical Feeder Links
Study for Satellite Networks) and some of ideas developed in this thesis will
be considered for switching strategy.
• Phase uncertainty modeling and robust precoding design: In Chap-
ter 5, the phase uncertainty was modeled as a Gaussian random variable.
It will be very interesting to validate this assumption by using real channel
measurements. Another direction could be investigating other approaches for
robust precoding design, such as approximating variable yi using Taylor series
expansion. Moreover, it is possible to solve some of the resulted optimization
problems by using new techniques proposed in Chapters 6 and Chapter 7.
• Improving optimization techniques: In Chapters 6 and Chapter 7, new
optimization techniques were introduced to tackle NP-hard problems. Al-
though they have quality performance compared to SDR technique, there is
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still room for improvements. Analysis of the approximation accuracy could
further shed light on goodness of the proposed methods.

Appendix A
Proof of the Eq. (4.9)
Proof. Since A1(n − 1) and A2(n − 1) are independent, the expression of interest
reduces to
Pn =
1
4 E {P{A1(n) > αth|A1(n− 1)}}E {P{A2(n) > αth|A2(n− 1)}} . (A.1)
We now evaluate E {P{A1(n) > αth|A1(n− 1)}} and the result in (4.5) follows due
to the spatial i. i. d nature of rain attenuation. For simplicity, we rewrite the
expression under evaluation as,
Ey {Pr{x > αth|y}} = Ey
{∫ ∞
αth
f(x|y)dx
}
=
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
αth
f(x|y)f(y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
f(x,y)
dx dy =
∫ ∞
αth
∫ ∞
0
f(x, y) dy dx
=
∫ ∞
αth
f(x)dx = Pr{A1(n) > αth}
= 0.5 erfc
(
lnαth −mL√
2σL
)
.
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Appendix B
Calculation of {G′i} in (5.20)
The matrix G′i can be rewritten as G′i = E{qiq†i ⊗ qiq†i }. After some calculation,
the entry of G′i in the rth row and the cth column can be found as,
[G′i]rc = E{ejei,r1 e−jei,c1 ejei,r2 e−jei,c2 }, (B.1)
where,
r = (r1 − 1)K + r2, 1 ≤ r1, r2 ≤ K, (B.2)
c = (c1 − 1)K + c2, 1 ≤ c1, c2 ≤ K. (B.3)
For simplicity, let G′i be partitioned as,
G′i =

G′i,11 G′i,12 · · · G′i,1K
G′i,21 G′i,22 · · · G′i,2K
...
... . . .
...
G′i,K1 G′i,K2 · · · G′i,KK
 , (B.4)
where {G′i,r1c1} are K ×K matrices. Considering the model used in (5.1) for {ei}
and after some calculation, the submatrices G′i,r1c1 can be found as follow,
G′i,r1c1 = Ci if r1 = c1, (B.5)
where Ci is defined in (5.6). However, if r1 6= c1, the entries of G′r1c1 can be
obtained as,
[G′i,r1c1 ]r2c2 =

ρi, if r2 = c2
1, if r2 = r1 and c2 = c1
ρ4i , if r2 = c1 and c2 = r1
(B.6)
and the rest of the entries (if not defined by (B.6)) are given by
[G′i,r1c1 ]r2c2 =

ρi, if r2 = r1 or c2 = c1
ρ3i , if r2 = c1 or c2 = r1
ρ2i , otherwise
(B.7)
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